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In this paper the exterior Einstein equations are explored from a differential geometric point of view. Using 
methods of global analysis and infinite- dimensional geometry, we answer sharply the question: "In what sense 
are the Einstein equations, written as equations of evolution, a Lagrangian dynamical system?" By using our 
global methods, several aspects of the lapse function and shift vector field are clarified. The geometrical sig
nificance of the shift becomes apparent when the Einstein evolution equations are written using Lie derivatives. 
The evolution equations are then interpreted as evolution equations as seen by an observer in space coordi
nates. Using the notion of body- space transitions, we then find the relationship between solutions with different 
shifts by finding the flow of a time- dependent vector field. The use of body and space coordinates is shown to 
be somewhat analogous to the use of such coordinates in Euler's equations for a rigid body and the use of 
Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates in hydrodynamics. We also explore the geometry of the lapse function, 
and show how one can pass from one lapse function to another by integrating ordinary differential equations. 
This involves integrating what we call the "intrinsic shift vector field." The essence of our method is to extend 
the usual configuration space ~ = Riem (M) of Riemannian metrics to 'f x :D x ~, where 'f = Coo (M, R) is the 
group of relativistic time translations and:D = Diff(M) is the group of spatial coordinate transformations of M. 
The lapse and shift then enter the dynamical picture naturally as the velocities canonically conjugate to the 
configuration fields (~" 1),) E 'f x :D. On this extended configuration space, a degenerate Lagrangian system is 
constructed which allows precisely for the arbitrary specification of the lapse and shift functions. We reinter
pret a metric given by DeWitt for ~ as a degenerate metric on :D x ~. On:D x ~, however, the metric is 
quadratic in the velocity variables. The groups 'f and :D also serve as symmetry groups for our dynamical 
system. We establish that the associated conserved quantities are just the usual "constraint equations." A pre
cise theorem is given for a remark of Misner that in an empty space-time we must have JC = O. We study the 
relationship between the evolution equations for the time-dependent metric g, and the Ricci flat condition of 
the reconstructed Lorentz metric gL. Finally, we make some remarks about a possible "superphase space" 
for general relativity and how our treatment on 'f x :D x ~ is related to ordinary superspace and superphase 
space. 

1. INTRODUCTION: THE EINSTEIN EQUATIONS OF 
EVOLUTION 

Our aim in this paper is to study the Einstein equa
tions of evolution as a dynamical system, to explore 
the geometrical meaning of the lapse function Nand 
shift vector field X introduced by Wheeler,! to intro
duce the gauge groups <[' and :D appropriate for the 
dynamical formulation of general relativity, and to 
study the interrelationships of the evolution equations 
with N and X, with the four-dimensional empty space 
condition Ra6 == 0, and with the gauge groups <[' and :D. 
The'gauge groups <[' and :D and the meaning of Nand 
X are explained below. 

BaSic work on the problem of regarding the Einstein 
equations of evolution as a dynamical system has 
been done by Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner,2 by 
DeWitt,3 and by Wheeler.! We shall reformulate this 
work using the general theory of Lagrangian systems 
and exploiting differential geometric ideas. We shall 
also be extending this work and viewing it in a way 
which differs from the original approaches in several 
essential ways. Perhaps the most fundamental of 
these ways may be explained as follows: One usually 
fixes a three- dimensional manifold M (taken to be a 
spacelike hypersurface in the final space-time) and 
uses as configuration space the space ~ of all 
Riemannian metrics on M. To incorporate the lapse 
function N and shift vector field X in what we believe 
is a natural way, we have found it necessary to en
large ~ to <[' x :D x ~, where 

<[' == coo{M; R) = all smooth real-valued functions, 
~ : M ~ R, which one can think of as the "relativistic 
time translation group" 
and 
:D == Diff(M} = all diffeomorphisms 11: M ~ M, which 
one can think of as the "active" coordinate transfor
mations or the "rotation group" of M. 

The sense in which <[' is the relativistic time trans
lation group and in which :D is the rotation group of M 
is described briefly below and in detail in Secs. 7 and 
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5, respectively. The groups <[' and :D are closely re
lated to the lapse and shift as we shall explain shortly. 

The lapse N, a real valued function, represents the 
clock rates for an observer relative to a reference 
system of clocks. The clock rates N depend on the 
space-time point for the observer. The fact that we 
change our clock rates, that is, allow an N not iden
tically one, changes the equations of motion for the 3-
metric g ij which describes the geometry of the space 
M (the equations are written out below). Similarly a 
shift X is a vector field on the 3-manifold M which 
represents two observers in relative motion with 
velocity described by X. Again, a choice X '" 0 will 
change the equations of motion. 
The introduction of <[' x Xl is essentially the introduc
tion of the configuration variables (~, T/), whose cano
nically conjugate velocities are the lapse N and shift 
X (when the tangent space to <[' x :D is "pulled back" 
to the identity; see Set::s. 4 and 7 for a description of 
this process). On <[' x Xl x ~ we construct an infi
nite- dimensional degenerate Lagrangian system 
L: T(<[, x :D x ~) ~ R. The degeneracy is, roughly 
speaking, in the direction of <[' x :D. The degeneracy 
allows precisely for the arbitrary specification of the 
lapse function and shift vector field. 

In our approach, we also consider the geometrical 
Significance of the lapse and shift in the equations of 
evolution. In the treatment of Arnowitt, Deser, and 
Misner,2 the lapse and shift are incorporated into the 
Lagrangian on ~ as Lagrange multipliers. The con
straint equations (see below) are then obtained by 
varying the lapse and shift. In our formulation this 
situation is rather different. We consider the lapse 
and shift as velocities canonically conjugate to some 
configuration field variables rather than as Lagrange 
multipliers. The degeneracy of our Lagrangian on 
<[' x Xl x '.m allows an arbitrary lapse and shift to be 
consistent with the eauations of motion. 

We consider the two baSic constraints of the field 
equations, namely the divergence constraint 

I5«Trk)g - k)Jlg = 0 (1.1) 
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and the Hamiltonian constraint 

(see below for definitions) as conservation laws 
rather than as "constraints." We shall show (see Sec. 
6) that conservation in time of (1. 1) is a result of the 
invariance of the evolution equations under the co
ordinate symmetry group~. (1. 2) is first established 
in Sec. 3 under the hypothesis that orr = 0 by a 
straightforward computation. What is interesting, 
however, is that we shall show that the pointwise con
servation of JCIJg is a necessary consequence of the 
"full relativistic invariance" of the theory (in a sense 
made precise in Sec. 7). Our theorem is a rigorous 
version of remarks of Misner4,2 that a "topologically 
invariant" theory must have an identically zero 
Hamiltonian. 

Note: Our Lagrangian on r x ~ x~ is homogeneous 
and degenerate and our assertion about JCJ.Lg is dis
tinct from and not to be confused with the elementary 
remark (see Ref. 5) that the energy of a homogeneous 
Lagrangian is always zero, as JC is the energy of the 
Lagrangian before it is made homogeneous. We also 
remark that the infinite dimenSionality of the invar
iance groups leads to pOintwise integrals of the motion 
rather than integrated conserved quantities which one 
normally obtains. 

We now formally write out the Einstein system for a 
given lapse N and shift X. It is important for the 
later geometrical development that certain combi
nations of the terms be recognized as Lie derivatives 
and HeSSians. 

Note: In the following, t occurring as a subscript 
indicates the variable t; it is never used to denote 
differentiation. Often the time-dependence of a field 
will be implicit. 

The Einstein System (E): Let Xt be a time- depen
dent vector field on a fixed compact orientable three
dimensional manifold M, and let Nt be a time- depen
dent positive real valued (scalar) field on M, that is, 
Nt(m) > 0 for all mE M and t E R. The Einstein sys
tem is the system of evolution equations 

\ agt rat = Ntkt -- Lx gt, 
'. t (1. 3) 
lakt . 
(at = NtSg/kt ) -2 NtRlC(gt} + 2Hess(Nt} - Lxlt 

with the supplementary conditions 

\B((Trkt}gt - kt ) ::::: 0, 
) 

Our notation is the following: 

is a time-dependent metric on M, 

= Lie derivative of gt with respect to the 
time-dependent vector field Xt (in co
ordinates, Lx gt = Xii - + Xli' with I - de
noting the cohriant aeriv~tive with res
pect to the time-dependent metriC), 

= Lie d~rivative of kt ::::: Xlkiill + k;IXIJj 
+ ki/X 1;, 

= (Ricci curvature tensor formed from gt) 
- R - r k - r k + r k r l - r l r k 
- ij - ij,k ki,j ij kl ik lj' 

= scalar curvature = R~, 
Hess(N) = Hessian of N = double covariant deriva

tive = N1;1 i' 

Ok 

Trk 

k'k 

kxk 

::::: divergence of k = (ok); = - k/Ij' 

= trace k ::::: giikii ::::: k1, 

::::: dot product for symmetric tensors::::: kilij , 

= cross product for symmetric tensors 
= kilkj, 

::::: k x k - t(Trk)k ::::: kilkj- t(gmnkmn)kij' 

Note: We have assumed M compact only to sim
plify the discussions. It is surely not essential. 

The Lorentz geometry on (- E, E) x M corresponding 
to a solution gt = 3gt of the Einstein system is given 
by 

4gaBdxadx13 ::::: (XiXi -N2)dt 2 -2X i dx idt + gijdxidxi, 

where x a = (t, Xi) and XiXi = 3g (X, X). For this to be 
Lorentz, we require 3g (X, X) < N2 initially (and hence 
for a short t interval). 

Our conventions in this paper will be that, for expres
sions written in coordinates, Latin indices will run 
from 1 to 3 and Greek indices from 0 to 3. Our 
Lorentz metrics will have signature (-, +, +, +). 

In the Einstein system, all the geometriC quantities 
(such as Ric, Hess, 0, and Tr) are computed with res
pect to the time-dependent metric gt. These equations 
appear in coordinates in Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner 
(see Ref. 2, p. 236 or Ref. 6, p. 1325) in terms of the 
tensor density rr = «Trk}g - k)v'detg dx 1 /\ dx 2 A dx 3 

(using the momentum rather than the velocity vari
able). k, our energy denSity (the second of the supple
mentary conditions), and the second evolution equa
tion are minus twice the corresponding quantities in 
Ref. 6, and our shift is minus theirs. Our change of 
numerics makes the system more manifestly a 
second-order system with agtlat = kt when N = 1, 
X = 0 (see Sec. 3); changes the energy to the form 
K + V, where V is now the integrated scalar curva
ture (and not its negative; see DeWitt3 and Sec. 3); 
and introduces a factor of ~ into the kinetic energy 
part JC of the energy density. The reason for changing 
the sign of the shift is explained at the end of Sec. 4. 

Unfortunately, the Einstein system, when written in 
coordinates, obscures the central l'ole played by the 
presence of the Lie derivative in the evolution equa
tions. In fact, the apparent complexity of the equa
tions as they appear in Refs. 2 or 6 dissolves when it 
is recognized that the last five terms in Ref. 6 or the 
last three terms in Ref. 2 are just the Lie derivative 
of either k or rr (see also remarks in Sec. 6). Thus, 
when written intrinsically, the Einstein system is 
geometrically Simplified. 

The Lie derivative terms have a natural geometric 
interpretation related to changing from" space" to 
"body" coordinates in a manner similar to that of the 
rigid body and hydrodynamics (cf. Ref. 7). This may 
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be more specifically described as follows. The shift 
Xt is a time- dependent vector field on M, and as such 
it has an integral, or flow Tit E 1) with Tlo == (iden-
tity diffeomorphism of M) == id M' The solutions of the 
Einstein system with the shift X and those with the 
shift zero are related by the active coordinate trans
formation Tit in the usual way one transforms metrics. 
Moreover, we consider the manifold M to be the 
"body" and the flow Tit of the shift vector field as be
ing a motion or "rotation" of M. Then if we assume 
that the time-dependent metric fieldgt is "dragged 
along" by the rotation of M, the Einstein system can 
be interpreted as the equations of evolution as seen 
by an observer fixed in space, taken to be "off" the 
rotating manifold. This interpretation is worked out 
in Secs. 4 and 5. 

The lapse Nt enters the evolution equations in a 
slightly more subtle way, as it involves a system of 
clocks on M whose rates may be different at different 
pOints of M. The complication due to the possible 
space-dependence of ~ is reflected in the Hessian 
term in the Einstein system (E). 

As for the shift vector field we show how to solve 
the Einstein equations for a general lapse N, given 
the solution for N == 1, again by integrating a system 
of ordinary differential equations. Conversely, given 
a solution g for a given lapse N, we shall show how to 
construct a vector field on M, called the intrinsic 
shift of the lapse N, whose flow, together with a pro
per time function, brings us into a Gaussian normal 
coordinate system in which N = 1. The intrinsic shift 
vector field may be interpreted as a "sliding effect" 
due to the fact that 11,; is not constant in the space 
variable. 

Finally, we remark that on !D x ~, our Lagrangian is 
quadratic in the velocities (X, og/ot) and is therefore 
of the classical form-kinetic energy minus potential 
energy, with the kinetic energy being derived from a 
degenerate metric on !D x ~. In fact the evolution 
equation ok/at = k x k - i(Trk)k - Lxk, along a solu
tion for which the kinetic energy = 0, is just the geo
desic equation on !D x ~ with respect to the afore
mentioned metric. When written just on ~,the full 
Lagrangian does not have this classical form. 

We now summarize the topics treated in this paper: 

1. A treatment of infinite-dimensional degenerate 
Lagrangian systems (Sec. 2). A basic conservation 
law is given, similar to the nondegenerate case, which 
generalizes the classical conservation laws. 8•9•11 

2. The introduction of the gauge groups '1' and !D 
and of the space '1' x !D x ~ as the configuration 
space for the Einstein system. The gauge groups <f 
and 1) are the analog for the dynamical formulation 
of the coordinate gauge group of the four-dimensional 
geometry. 

3. A geometrical interpretation of the lapse and 
shift functions as the velocities canonically conjugate 
to the new configuration variables (~, TI) E <f x 1). 

4. A treatment of the Einstein system as an infinite
dimensional degenerate Lagrangian system on a suit
able subset of <f x 1) x ~ (Secs. 2 and 7). On!D x ~ 
we construct a Lagrangian L == K - V, where K is 
quadratic in the velocities (X, h), and on '1' x 1) x ~ a 
Lagrangian homogeneous in the velocities (N,X, h). 
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The quadratic nature of the Lagrangian on !D x ~ 
results in evolution equations quadratic in the veloci
ties (X, h) which is analagous to the quadratic nature 
of the evolution equations for geodesics on a manifold 
and for hydrodynamics and the rigid body. 

5. A derivation of the supplementary conditions for 
the Einstein system as conserved quantities (Secs.3 
and 10), using conservation laws for degenerate Lag
rangian systems and infinite-dimensional symmetry 
groups ('1' and !D), together with a preCise explanation 
of why the energy density for the empty space-time 
equations must be identically zero; cf. Misner. 4 

6. The recognition of the central role played by the 
Lie derivative terms in the evolution equations. The 
use of Lie derivatives shows that these terms in the 
evolution equations are geometrically Simple and 
makes their geometric meaning transparent. 

7. An interpretation of the shift vector field X t as 
generating a "rotation" of M and of the evolution 
equations as being the equations as seen by an obser
ver in space coordinates. Using the notion of body
space tranSitions, we then show that if we can solve 
the equations for X == 0, then they can be solved for 
any X by integrating a system of ordinary differential 
equations (Corollary 4.1). Similarly, we give a geo
metrical derivation of how if one can solve the Ein
stein equations for N = 1, then they can be solved for 
an arbitrary N by integrating geodesic equations, 
again ordinary differential equations (Theorem 10.3). 

8. A geometrical derivation of the Hessian term 
Hess(N) in the Einstein system using generalized 
Gauss-Codazzi equations in coordinates which are 
not necessarily normal Gaussian (Sec. 8). 

9. The interpretation of the lapse Nt as related to 
the tangent of the curve Tt E '1' where Ttl the proper 
time function, can be interpreted as a change of time 
parameter for each point m E M from the canonical 
parameter of evolution to an arbitrary parameter 
of evolution (Sec. 10). 

10. The introduction of a new object, the intrinsic 
shift Y of N, whose integration gives the rest of the 
Gaussian coordinate system (Theorems 10.1 and 
10.2). The intrinsic shift is interpreted as the "tilt
ing effect" of the coordinate system due to the spatial 
dependence of N. 

2. DEGENERATE LAGRANGIAN SYSTEMS 

In this section we study the notion of a degenerate 
Lagrangian system in the spirit of Ref. 8. Degenerate 
Lagrangian systems have been used in some previous 
analyses of general relativity and are fairly common 
in classical mechanics (cf. Ref. 9). Here we shall 
treat such systems from the coordinate independent 
or global point of view. 

We are going to be working with spaces of maps, for 
example, the space of all Riemannian metrics~. For 
simplicity we assume that all such objects are Coo. 
Properly one should work with Sobolev spaces, but 
the modifications needed are fairly routine and do 
not involve any new physical ideas (see Refs. 10 and 
11). 

For our purposes we find it convenient to use the 
general ideas about Hamiltonian and Lagrangian sys
tems as developed in Ref. 8 rather than variational 
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principles. The chief difference with Ref. 8 is that 
we must use infinite-dimensional configuration 
spaces. We, therefore, shall assume that the reader 
has some aquaintance with calculus in infinite dimen
sional spaces and manifolds, as expounded for exam
ple in Ref. 12. As mentioned above, the spaces are 
usually spaces of maps; in the physics literature the 
derivative of a function defined on such a space is 
often called its "functional derivative." 

Let B be a manifold, possibly infinite-dimensional 
(modeled on a Frechet or Banach space). Let TB 
denote its tangent bundle and let T: TB ~ B be the 
natural projection map. For b E B, let TbB be the 
tangent space at b, that is, the fiber over b; TbB = 
T-l(b). 

Let L: TB ~ R be a mapping (called the Lagrangian 
or action integral) and let Lb be the restriction of L 
to TbB. The derivative of Lb,DLb(v), at a point 
v E TbB defines a map FL: TB ~ T*B (T*B is the 
contangent bundle), called the fiber derivative or 
Legendre transformation. As in Ref. 8, using FL, one 
obtains a closed 2-form wL (i.e., dWL = 0) on TB by 
pulling back the canonical symplectic structure on 
T* B. If B is modeled on a linear space E, so locally 
TB looks like U x E where U c E is open, then 
wL(u, e), for (u, e) E U x E, is a skew-symmetric 
bilinear form on E x E given by 

2wL(u, e)'«el , e2), (e 3, e 4 » 

= Dl (D 2L(u, e) 'e l ) 'e 3 - Dl(D 2L(u, e) 'e3) 'e l 
+ D2D2L(u, e)'e4 'e l - D2D2L(u, e)'e2'e 3, 

where Dv D2 denote the partial derivatives of L. 

We say wL is (weakly) nondegenerate if wL(u, e)' 
«el,e~), (e 3,e 4» = 0 for all e 3 ,e 4 E E implies that 
(el' e 2 ) = O. However we will want to allow for de
generate Wv so we do not make this assumption. We 
say that L is degenerate if wL is degenerate (as a 
2-form). It is easy to see that wL is nondegenerate 
iff D 2D 2L(u, e) is nondegenerate. 

The action of L is defined by A: TB ~ R, A(v) = 
FL(v)'v, and the energy of L is E = A - L. In charts, 

E(u, e) = D2L(u, e)'e - L(u, e) 

and in finite dimensions it is the usual expression 

E( .) OL.. (.) q,q =-.. q'-Lq,q. 
aq' 

Now given L, we say that a vector field Z on TB is a 
Lagrangian vector field or a Lagrangian system for 
L if the Lagrangian condition holds: 

2wL(v)(Z(v), w) = dE(v)'w 

for all v E TbB, w E Tv( TB). Here dE denotes the 
differential of E. 

If wL were a (weak) symplectic form, Le., nondegene
rate, there would be at most one such Z. The fact 
that wL is degenerate however means that Z is not 
uniquely determined by L so that there is some arbi
trariness in what we may choose for Z. For the 
Einstein system, this degeneracy will correspond to 
an arbitrary choice of lapse and shift. 

It should also be stressed that, in general, L need not 
have a corresponding Z. If there is one, we say that 
we can find consistent equations of motion for L. As 
above, there can be several equations of motion con
sistent with L. 

The dynamics is obtained by finding the integral 
curves of Z; that is, the curves v(t) such that v(t) E TB 
satisfies (dv Idt) (t) = .z(v(t». From the Lagrangian 
condition, it is trivial to check that energy is con
served even though L may be degenerate. 

Proposition 2. 1: Let Z be a Lagrangian vector 
field for L and let v(t) E TB be an integral curve of 
Z. Then E(v (t)) is constant in t. 

Proof: By the chain rule, 

d 
dt E(v(t)) = dE(v(t))'v'(t) - dE(v(t»'Z(v(t» 

= 2wL(v(t» (Z(v(t)), Z(v(t))) 

= 0 by the skew symmetry of wL •• 

For a general degenerate Lagrangian system, Lag
range's equations also hold, if we assume that Z is 
second order. That Z is second order means that, in 
a chart U x E, Z has the form z(u, e) = (e, Z2(u, e». 
(See Refs. 8 and 12 for the intrinsic definition of 
second order.) 

Proposition 2.2: Let Z be a Lagrangian system 
for L and suppose Z is a second order equation. Then 
in the chart U x E, an integral curve (u(t), v(t)) E 

U x E of Z satisfies Lagrange's equations: 

~~~ (t) = v(t), 

~:t (D 2L(u(t», v(t))·w) = DlL(u(t), v(t))·w 

for all WEE. In case L is nondegenerate, 

~ = {D 2D2L(u, v)}-l{DlL(u, v) - DlD2L(u, v), v} 

Proof: We work in a chart U x E so that Z(u, e) = 
(e, Z2(u, e». From the definition of E, we have 
dE(u, e)' (e;L' e2) = Dl (D2L(u, e)' e)' e l + 
D~2L(u, e)' e' e2 - DlL(u, e)' e l • Using the formula 
for wL> the condition on Z2 may be written, after a 
short computation, as 

DlL(u, e)' e l = Dl (D2L(u, e)' e l )' e 

+ D2(D2L (u, e)' Z2(u, e»' e l 

for all e l E E. 

If (u (t) , v(t)) is an integral curve of Z, we obtain 
(where the dot means dldt) 

DlL(u,v)' e l = DlD2L(u,u)' el'u +D2D2L(u,it) 'il' e l 

= :t D 2L(U,it)' e l 

by the chain rule .• 

We wish to emphasise a speCial case of Proposition 
2. 2 for later use. Suppose that ( , ) is a symmetric 
bilinear form defined on each tangent space of B; we 
shall refer to (,) as a metric. Define L: TB ~ R to 
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be the kine tic energy L (v) = t<v, v>. Suppose that the 
metric is nondegenerate, which implies that the Lag
rangian L is also nondegenerate. Then Z is called 
the geodesic spray and one can easily check from 
Proposition 2.2 that in the finite-dimensional case, 

L(v) = tgij vivj and Z 2(u, e) = - rij(u)eiej 

where ri~ are the Christoffel symbols of the metric 
gij' 

Thus the integral curves of the geodesic spray are 
given by v(t) = dx(t)/dt, where x(t) is a geodesic on B. 
Now let V:B ~ R be given and consider the Lagran
gianL(vb ) = t(vb,vb) - V(b). Then from Proposition 
2.2 we see that the Lagrangian vector field for L is 
given by Z(u, e) = (e, S2(u, e) - gradV(u», where S is 
the spray of the metric and where gradV is the gra
dient of V, a vector field on B defined by 

<gradV(b), vb) = dV(b) . Vb' 

where dV(b) is the differential of V evaluated at b. 
Again, in the finite-dimensional case, gradV = 
gij av /axj. 
We remark that if wL were nondegenerate, Z would 
automatically be a second order equation (cf. Ref. 8). 
But for a general Wv a Lagrangian vector field Z need 
not be second order; if it is not, Lagrange's equations 
may fail-and do in some important examples, such as 
when a quantum mechanical system is regarded as a 
Lagrangian system. 

Often L is obtained in the form 

L(u,u) = 1 £ (u,~,U)dX. M \ axk 
Here M is some fixed manifold, say Rn, u is a scalar 
or possibly tensor field on M and £ is a given scalar 
function with the indicated arguments. The space of 
the u's forms the manifold B and the Lagrange's 
equations can be converted to the usual Lagrange 
density form. 

We next give the basic conservation law for Lagran
gian mechanics. A key point is that the validity of 
the result is not affected by the fact that L may be 
degenerate. 

Proposition 2.3: Let Z be a Lagrangian vector 
field for L : TB ~ R, and suppose Z is a second-order 
equation. 

Let eI>t be a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms 
of B generated by the vector field Y : B ~ TB. Sup
pose that for each real number t, LoTeI>t = L. Then 
the function P(Y): TB ~ R, P(Y)(v) = F L(v) . Y is a 
constant along integral curves of Z. 

Proof: Let v(t) be an integral curve for Z. Then 
we shall show that (d/dt)P(Y)(v(t» = O. Indeed, in a 
coordinate chart, if (u(t), v(t)) is the integral curve, 
we get from the chain rule 

:t {FL(v(t))· Y} = :t {D2L (u(t), v(t))· Y(u(t))} 

= D 1D 2L(u (t), v(t)) . Y(u(t)) . u '(t) 

+ D 2D 2L(u(t), v(t))· Y(u(t))· v'(t) 

+ D 2L(u(t), v(t))· DY(u(t))· u'(t). 
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Now the condition that Z be the Lagrangian vector 
field of L means exactly that the first two terms 
equal D1L(u(t), v(t»· Y(u(t» (see the proof of Pro
position 2.2 above). However if we differentiate 
LoTeI>t with respect to t we obtain for any point (u, v), 

o = :t L(eI>t(u), DeI>t(u) . v) I t=O 

= D 1 L (u, v) . Y (u) + D 2L (u, v) . DY (u) . v. 

Comparing this with the above gives (d/dt){FL(v)'Y} 
= 0 and proves the assertion .• 

Proposition 2. 4: Let L : TB ~ R be a Lagrangian, 
possibly degenerate and let Z be a Lagrangian vector 
field for L. Sup~ose eI>: B ~ D is a diffeomorphism. 
Set L: TD ~ R, L = LoTeI>-l where TeI>: TB ~ TD is 
the tangent (derivative) of eI>. Then a Lagrangian vec
tor field for L is given as follows: 

2: TD ~ T2D, 2 = T(TeI»oZoTeI>-l == (TeI»,.Z 

(2 is the "push-forward" of Z by the diffeomorphism 
TeI>). 

This is a straightforward check using the definitions. 

3. THE EINSTEIN SYSTEM ON mr. (NO SHIFT AND 
NO LAPSE) 

In this section we consider the Einstein system in 
Gaussian coordinates. Given this coordinate choice, 
the system is described by a nondegenerate Lagran
gian formalism (cf. Refs. 2 and 3) which we now glo
balize using the language of Sec. 2. We choose as our 
configuration space mr., the space of all Riemannian 
metrics on a fixed compact three-dimensional mani
fold M. Thus mr. is an open convex cone in S2(M), the 
space of two symmetric covariant tensor fields on M. 
Therefore for g E mr., Tgmr. = S2(M), and we can write 

Tmr. = mr. x S2(M). 

We equip mr. with an indefinite metric g, referred to 
as the De Witt metric, by setting for g E mr., 

Sg: Tgmr. x Tgmr. ~ S2(M) x S2(M) ~ R, 

Sg(h,k) = £«Trh)(Trk)-h·k)lJ.g, 

where h'k = hijk ij , the dot product of hand k, and IJ.g 
( = ~detg dx 1 /\ dx2 /\ .•. /\ dxn) is the usual volume 
element associated with the metric g. Note that the 
space mr. has the feature, appropriate for general 
relativity, of having metric structures which do not 
depend on any particular Riemannian metric for the 
underlying manifold M. In other classical field theo
ries, such as electrodynamics and hydrodynamics, it 
is necessary to specify a priori a metric on M. In 
general relativity such a specification is, of course, 
unnatural as it is precisely the metric structure of 
M that is evolving. 

Proposition 3.1: The Lagrangian L o(g, h) = 
tSg(h, h) is nondegenerate and the associated Lagran
gian vector field exists and is given by 

Z:mr. x S2(M) ~ S2(M) x S2(M) 

Z(g, k) = (k,k x k - t(Trk)k + i[(Trk)2 - k·k]g) 

== (k,Sg(k) + tXg), 
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where (k x k);j = kilkl, the cross product of k and k, 
Sg(k) = k x k - t(Trk)k, and X = t«Trk)2 - k'k), the 
kinetic energy scalar. 

For each (g, #) E ~ x S2(M), there exists a unique 
smooth curve (gt, kt) E ~ X S2(M) with initial condi
tions (go' ko) = (g, k) and which satisfies Z, for tin 
some interval about O. 

Proof: That 9 is nondegenerate follows from the 
fact that if g (k,h) = 0 for all hE S2(M), then in par
ticular, setti~g h = t(Trk)g - k, 0 = gp, t(Trk)g-k) 
= 1rk'k ~ which implies k = 0 as the integrand is 

positive. 

We first consider Lagrange's equation in the form 
(d/dt)D2L o(g,k)'w =D~Lo(g,k)'w, WE S2(M). 
Note that L 0: ~ x S'2,(M) ~ R, so that DlL o(g,k): 
S2(M) ~R andD2Lolg,k): S2(M) ~R. Letgt be a 
curve in ~ that satisfies 

go=g and ~flt=o=W ES2(M). 

Then from the rule for taking partial derivatives, 

DlL o(g, k)' W = :t L o(gp k) It=o. 

Similarly, 

D 2L o(g,k)'w =~Lo(g,kt)lt=O 
where(kto ~t)lt=O = (k, w). 

By applying this rule, Lagrange's equation becomes 

:t fM[(Trk)g - k]' W Ilg, 

= 1r[-(Trk)k +kX k +tXg]'Wllg, (3.1) 

where we have used the fact that the derivative of the 
map 

iJ.: ~ ~n(M), gH~ 

[n (M) = smooth volume elements on M] is given by 

DIl(g): S2(M) ~ An(M), g H DIl(g)· W = HTrw)~ 

[An(M) = the space of smoothn-formsonM]. 

In coordinates this result follows from the formula 

:t det(gij + twi) I t=O = Tr(w;j) det(gij) 

Since W E S2(M) is arbitrary, the integrands of (3.1) 
are equal and we get 

:t [(Trk)g - kr1~ = [k x k -(Trk)k + tXg]-l~, (3.2) 

where we are using the superscript-1 to mean that 
all indices are contravariant, and juxtaposition, like 
k-1iJ.g, to mean the tensor product k-1~ = k-1 ® ~ 
(claSSically, expressions like k-liJ.g are tensor den-
sities, written in coordinates as k ij ,fdetg). 

Equation (3.2) is Lagrange's equation on T*~. To 
get Lagrange's equation on T~, we pull (3.2) back 
using the fiber derivative of L o. This is equivalent 
to solving (3.2) directly for dk/dt. USing the facts 
that dg/dt = k, dg-l/dt = - k-l (in coordinates this is 

dg ij /dt = - giagjbkab) and dllg/dt = t(Trk )Ilg (in co
ordinates this is (d/dt).jdetg = tgab (dgab/dt).jdetg), 
(3.2) becomes 

(;t [(Trk)g - k]-1) Ilg + ~(Trk)[(Trk)g - k]-1Ilg 

= [(k x k - (Trk)k + ~xg]-1Ilg. 

Eliminating Ilg gives 

:t [(Trk)g - k ]-1 = [k x k - t(Trk)k ]-1 

- ~(Trk)2g-1 + tXg-1. (3.3) 

From (d/dt)(Trk) = - (Trk)2 + Tr(dk/dt) and taking 
the trace in (3.3), we find 

:t (Trk) = - t(Trk)2 + ~ X 

and thus 

d~;1 = _ [k x k - t(Trk)k]-1 - (Trk)k-1 + tXg-1, 

Lowering the indices on k-1 by using (dk/dt) -1 = 
(dk-l/dt) + 2(k x k)-1 (in coordinates this is 
gaigbj(dkab/dt) = (dk ij /dt) + 2 k~kaj) gives the result, 

dk 1 ( ) 1 dt = k x k -"2 Trk k + 4Xg. 

Finally we remark that Z is simply algebraic in g and 
k and is thus a smooth vector field on T~ and on 
T~, O:s k < 00, where ~ is the manifold of Ck
Riemannian metrics on M in the Ck topology (uniform 
convergence of derivatives up to order k). The mani
folds T:m:k , O:s k < 00 are Banach manifolds and 
hence the usual Picard method for ordinary differen
tial equations is sufficient to establish that Z has a 
smooth flow on T:m: k , 0 :s k < 00, defined for a short 
time interval and a simple limit argument shows that 
k = 00 is also allowed. Indeed, what one must show is 
that the time of existence Ek does not go to zero as 
k ~ 00. To show this, suppose we have a solution (g,k) 
in T:m: k with initial data (go' k 0) which are C k+1. Then 
we assert the solution is C k+1 as long as it is defined 
in Ck. This comes from examining the linear differ
ential equation for the spatial derivative of (g, k), as 
in Refs. 13 and 14. The result then follows •• 

The second order equation Z(g, k) = (k, Z2 (g, k)) = 
(k, k x k - t[(Trk)k + HTrk)2 - k 'k ]g) is quadratic 
in the second or velocity variable k; that is, for A E R, 
Z2(g,Ak) = A2Z2(g,k). A second order equation with 
this property is called a spray (see Lang12, p. 67). 
If Z is the spray of a metric it is called a geodesic 
spray and its base integral curves are the geodesics 
of the metric. Thus the Z of Proposition 3.1 is the 
geodesic spray of the DeWitt metric. However, Pro
positions 3.3 and 3.4 below show that the truncated 
quantity Sik) = k x k - ~(Trk)k also enters the equa
tions in a fundamental way. We will refer to Sg(k) as 
the De Witt spray. 

We remark that the geodesics of g (that is, the base 
integral curves of Z) can in fact be found explicitly 
as has been done by Dewitt3 and in a different context 
by Eardley, Liang, and Sachs. l5 From these explicit 
formulas, it is seen that the geodesics exist for short 
time only, as they eventually run out of:m: into S2(M). 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.4, April 1972 
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When this happens, the equations break down and be
come singular since they involve taking the inverse 
ofg. 

Since Sis nondegenerate, the bundle map S~: T~ ~ 
T*~ defined by S;(h)'k = Sg(h,k) is injective. This 
map in the classical case gb: TM ~ T* M corresponds 
to lowering of indices by a metric tensor gjj' Note, 
however, that since the model space S (M) is the 
space of covariant tensor fields, S~(kf E Tg*~ has 
contravariant indices. 

The terminology weakly nondegenerate comes from 
the fact that the map S~, while injective, need not be 
an isomorphism, cf. Ref. 11. We should also point out 
that in contrast to strong metrics (as in Ref. 12), 
weak metrics need not have geodesics. For the 
DeWitt metric, however, the existence of geodesics 
was checked directly in Proposition 3. 1. 

Now S;(k)' h = Sik, h) = t.[(Trk)(Trh) - k' h]/-Ig 

= fM[(Trk)g - k]-l . h /-Ig. If we consider S2(M) Q9 /-Ig 
(= space of two-symmetric contravariant tensor den
sities) as a subspace of Tg*~, the continuous linear 
functionals on S2(M) = T ~ in the Coo-topology of 
uniform convergence of derivatives of all orders, 
then we can set S;(k) = [(Trk)g - k]-l/-1g. The space 
Tg*~ is a space of tensor-valued distributions. 

We will denote by 1f the momentum canonically con
jugate to the velocity k, 1f = S;(k) E S2(M) Q9 /-Ig. In 
coordinates, 1fij = [(gabkab)gij - kij].Jdetg which is the 
expression for 1f that appears in Ref. 2. Thus 1f can 
be interpreted as k with its indices raised by the 
DeWitt metric. 

If we consider S2(M) Q9 p.g as the range of S; rather 
than Tg*~, then S; is onto, and its inverse 

[8;]-1 = s1: S2(M) Q9 p.g~ S2(M) 

is given by 

S!(1f ' Q9 p.g) = i(Tr1f/)g - (1f/)p [= ~(Tr1f/)gij - 1ftj ], 

where 1f' is the tensor part of 1f = 1f' Q9 p.g' and (1f/)~ 
means 1f' with its indices lowered [(1f/)t = gik~I(1f/)kl 
:::: 1f!j]' The factor i enters so that S![S;(k)] = 
g#{[(Trk)g - k]-l Q9 p.g} = i{Tr[(Trk)g - k ]}g -
[(Trk)g - k] :::: k, as we expect. 

We now proceed to consider the gravitational poten
tial of DeWitt and to compute its gradient with respect 
to the metric Si see the discussion following Proposi
tion 2.2. Although the spray Z of S was simply alge
braic, the gradient of the potential will be a nonlinear 
differential operator. 

Let 
V: ~ ~ R, gH 2 -kR(g)p.g, 

where R(g) is the scalar curvature of g, and set 

L(g, k) = i 9g(k, k) - V(g). 

Our k and L is minus twice DeWitt's3 so that our L 
is of the form kinetic energy minus potential energy 
and the kinetic energy enters with the classical fac
tor t 
Adding this potential to Loin Proposition 3. 1 adds a 
forcing or gradient term to the equations of motion, 
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which we now compute. We include a positive scalar 
function N: M ~ R in the potential for later use (see 
Sec.8). 

Proposition 3.2: Let N: M ~ R be a smooth posi
tive scalar function on M and let 

V:~~R, gI-72t.NR(g)/-Ig' 
Then 

- gradV:::: - 2N Ric(g) + ~NR(g)g + 2 HessN, 

where Ric(g) :::: Ricci tensor of g, RessN = ~ ilj = 
double covariant derivative, and where 

is computed with respect to the DeWitt metric S. 

Proof: We first compute dV(g) =DV(g): S2 (M) ~ R. 
Let gt E ~ be a curve in ~ with (gt, dgtldt) It=o = 
(g, w) E mL x S2' Then since dldt p.g =iTr(dgldt)p.g, 
as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, w~ get t 

dV(g) . w = :t V(gt) I t=o 

:::: 2 t. N :t (R(gt)p.gt )It=o 

= 2 ~ [~!gt) p.gt + R (gt)iTr(~~t) p.gJ /t=o. 

A classical computation gives16 

:t R(gt) It=o = ~(Trw) + liliw- Ric(g)w, 

where t>.f = -gijflilj = Laplace-Beltrami operator on 
scala~s, and where liliw = wijlilj = the double covari
ant dIvergence. Thus 

dV(g) . w = 2 t. N[ ~(Trw) + liliw - Ric(g) . w 

+ R(g)i(Trw)]p.g' 

Since M is compact without boundary, an integration 
by parts yields 

dV(g)· w = 2 1 {gt..N + RessN - N[Ric(g) 
M 

- ~R(g)gJ}' w p.g 

and since w is arbitrary 

dV(g) = 2{g~N + RessH - N[Ric(g) - iR (g)g]}-l/.lg. 

(3.4) 

Using S! to pull DV(g) E Tg*mL back to T~, we find 

9![(g~N + RessN)-lp.g] 

and 

= ~gTr(gt..N + RessN) - (gt..N + RessN) 

= %g(3W - t..N) - (gt..N + RessN) 

= - RessN 

S!{- N[Ric(g) - ~R (g)g]-lp.g} 

= - ~NgTr[Ric(g) - %gR(g)] 

+ N[Ric(g) - ~gR(g)] = N[Ric(g) - tgR(g)]. 

Rence,- gradV(g) = - 2N Ric(g) + ~NgR(g) 
+ 2 RessN .• 
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Combining Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 (and taking 
N = 1) gives 

Proposition 3.3: The vector field equations on 
T;}f( associated with L are 

og ,IT = k, 

j~; = k ~ k - ~(Trk)k + i[(Trk)2 - k' k)g - 2Ric(g) 

. + "2R(g)g 

= Sg(k) - 2Ric(g) + ~JC(g,k)g, 

where JC(g, k) = i[(Trk)2 - k . k) + 2R(g), and Sg is 
the DeWitt spray. 

The basic conservation laws for this system of equa
tions are 

Proposition 3.4: Let (gp kt ) satisfy the equations 
of Proposition 3.3: 

'ag _ )IT - k, 

(~: = Sik) - 2Ric(g) + iJC(g,k). 

Let rr = [(Trk)g - kl-1Ilg • Then 

:t(orr)b= 0 

and 
a 
ilt[JC(g,k)llg ) + 200rr = 0, 

where (orr)b = - rr/Ij and 

where oorr = rrij lilj = the covariant double divergence. 

If at t :::: 0, orr = 0, then this condition is maintained 
for all t for which the solution is defined, say It I < E, 
and (il/at) [JC(g,k)1l ]=0. If orr =0 andJC(g,k)==0 
at t = 0, then JC(g, l) == 0 is maintained for all t, 
Itl < Eo 

Remark: Note that (01r)b is conserved whether or 
not (orr)b :::: 0 initially, but that JC(g, k)/Lg is indepen
dent of time only if orr = O. It is conceptually best to 
derive these conservation laws from general sym
metry principles. We do that for the divergence con
dition in Sec. 6 using the symmetry group ~ == Diff(M). 
In Proposition 8.1 we show that (a/ot)[JC(g,k)/Lg] == 0 
if the theory is invariant under the relativistic time
translation group <[' == Cro(M; R), which is the case for 
the empty space field equations. Here we show direct
ly that (il/at) (orr)b = 0 and (a/at)[JC(g,k)llg ] + 20orr==0 
for any solution (gt, kt) of the equations in Proposition 
3.4. Of course such a continuity equation is a gene
ral feature of Lagrangian field theories. Proposition 
3.4, in essence, goes back to Arnowitt-Deser-Mis
ner.2 

Proof of Proposition 3.4: First we show 
(il/at)(JC(g,k)llg ] + 200w = 0: Let JC == H(Trk)2-k'kJ 
be the kinetic energy scalar. Then from Proposition 
3.3 and the proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we 
have 

:tJCllg = ~ ~:. (gTrk - k)-llLg + ~k' :t[(gTrk-k)-l~] 

Also, 

= t[k x k - t(Trk)k + tgx - 2Ric(g) 

+ ~R(g)g)· (gTrk - k)-llLg 

+ ~k '{k x k - (Trk)k + igJC 

+ 2[Ric(g) - ~R(g)g]}-l 

== 2[Ric(g) - ~R(g)g]' k. 

:t [2R(g)/Lg) = 2{b,(Trk) + ook - [Ric(g) -~R (g)g]' k}/Lg 

so that 

d 
dt[JClLg + 2R(g)lLg] == 2(b,Trk + ook)llg 

= - 2oo{«Trk)g - k )lLg } 

:::: - 2001T. 

Thus (a /a t)JClLg + 2001T = O. 

To show that (a/at) (ow)b = 0 we proceed as follows. 
From Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) we have 

~; == {k x k - (Trk)k + tXg + 2[Ric(g)-~R(g)g]}-1~. 
(3.5) 

Note that (3.5) is the system of Proposition 3.3 in 
Hamiltonian form, namely 

d 
dt D 2L(g, k) = D1L(g, k) = - D1H(g, w), 

where H(g, w) :::: ~gg(S#(1T), g#(w» + V(g). 

A computation in coordinates shows that 

a b I, (a1N at (01T) = LO IT) + o«Trk)k - k x k - ~JCg)llg]' (3.6) 

Substitution of (3.5) into (3.6) yields our result 
(a/at) (ow)b == O •• 

In the case of electromagnetic fields E, B, JC == 
[g(E,E) + g(B,B») and -01T == *(E /\ B)llg so that 

:t (~JCllg) + 001T == :t (~[g(E, E) + g(B, B)]/Lg) 

- o*(E /\ B) = o. 

which is just Poynting's theorem. Here * is the 
Hodge star operator which maps k-forms into (n - k)
forms. In this case we do not have (1i1T)b = 0 conser
ved; cf. Sees. 6, 7, and 8. 

From Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 we find that a solu
tion (gt, kt ) of 

whose Cauchy data (g 0' k 0) at t = 0 satisfies 

(C) {O(Trk)g-k] ==0, 
JC(g, k) == 0, 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.4, April 1972 
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satisfies (e) for all tim.e t for which the solution 
exists, say It I < E, and hence also satisfies the trun
cated system of evolution equations 

; ag 

(E) )at == k, 

~~: == Sik) - 2Ric(g). 

Solutions to the system (E) however need not be solu
tions to (Z), 'lor is it·a priori obvious that solutions 
to (E) preserve the conditions (e) on the Cauchy data. 
Our next 'proposition shows, in fact, that the simpler 
system (E) is in fact equivalent to (Z) under the hypo
thesis that the Cauchy data satisfies (e). 

Proposition 3.5: Let (gp kt) satisfy the system (E) 
with Cauchy data (go, k 0) that satisfies (e). Then 
X(gp kt ) == 0 so that (gt, kt ) also satisfies (Z), 

Proof: If (gt, kt ) satisfies (E), then a computation 
as in Proposition 3. 4 shows that 

~; == {k x k - (Trk)k + 2[Ric(g) - iR(g)g] 

-R(g)g}-lJ.lg. (3.7) 

Also, a direct verification shows that 

:t (01T)~ == [0 (~;)~ + o«Trk)k - k x k - txg)fJgJ. 
(3.8) 

Combining (3.7) and (3.8) gives 

(3.9) 

A computation similar to the one in Proposition 3.4 
gives 

a (XfJg ) 1 

-a-t + 2001T + 2(Trk)XfJg = O. (3. 10) 

Consider (3.9) and (3.10) as a first order linear 
homogeneous system of partial differential equations 
for (XfJ) and (01T)~. Then if XfJg == 0 and (01T)~ = 0 at 
t == 0, (3. 9) and (3.10) imply XfJg == 0, (01T)~ == 0 for all 
t for which (gt, kt) satisfies (E). Hence (gt, k t ) satis
fies (Z) •• 

We remark that the proposition also follows if we 
assume that sOlugons to (E) are unique. l4 Let (go k t ) 

be a solution of (E) with Cauchy data that satisfies 
(e), and let (gt, lit) be_ a ~olution to (Z) with ihis same 
Cauchy data. Then (gt, kt ) is a solution to (E) and by 
the uniqueness assumption, (gt ,kt ) == (it, Ilt ) is also a 
solution to (Z). Unfortunately, there is not as yet a 
direct existence or uniqueness proof for the system 
(E). USing a four-dimensional formulation and a theo
rem of Leray, Lichnerowicz l7 proves that Cauchy 
data 

o ~ fJ, II ~ 3, 

of Sobolev class (Hs,Hs-l) evolves for short time 
into a space-time of class Hs-l. Using an improve
ment of the Leray theorem by Dionne, Choquet-Bru
hat13 shows in fact that the space-time is of classHs. 
In a forthcoming paper we give a simple direct proof 
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that (HS,Hs-l) Cauchy data evolves for short time 
into a space-time of class HS, s ? 4 (see Refs. 18 and 
19). 

Eardley, Liang, and Sachsl5 give conditions when the 
Ricci term may be neglected, called velocity-domi
nated solutions. This condition prevails when the 
metric is changing very fast as compared with its 
curvature, as for example near a Singular hypersur
face. As Ric(g) is the only term involving spatial 
derivatives, neglecting Ric(g) reduces the equations 
to the geodesic equations on 'Jll which can then be 
solved explicitly. 

As explained in Ref. 1, the evolution equations (E) 
plus the initial conditions (e) are equivalent to the 
statement that the Lorentz metric gL given in a 
neighborhood (- E, E) x M of the initial hypersurface 
{O} x M by 

gL(t, m)' «r, vm), (s, Wm)) ==gt(m) (vm,wm) - rs, 

where (r,vm), (s,wm) E T(t.m)(R X M) ~ R x T~ and 
gt is the time-dependent metriC with interval of 
existence (- E, E), is Ricci flat; that is, Einstein's 
empty space field equations hold. In coordinates the 
formula reads 

gi:Bdxct.d.xB == - dt2 + giixidxi, 

where x a == (l,x i ). As we shall explain in Sec. 7, there 
are compelling reasons why we want to restrict our 
solutions to satisfy (e) in addition to the fact that 
only then do the solutions correspond to Ricci flat 
space-times. 

Note that we are not postulating that the whole space
time is of the form R x M; rather it is of the form 
(- EO, E) x M only in a tubular neighborhood of the 
initial hyperspace. As the metric evolves in time, 
the topology of the space-time structure could be
come more intricate. This global aspect in time is 
a difficult problem, closely related to the singularity 
problem, about which little is known.1 7,l9,20 

The above construction is for a space-time in Gaus
sian coordinates goo == - 1, g Oi == O. To get the 
most general space-time, we must modify the equa
tions of evolution to include the shift and lapse func
tion. 

We shall deal with the shift and lapse separately since 
their geometrical meanings are quite different; but 
they can be handled simultaneously or in succession. 
When done together, one uses the semidirect product 
group structure on <[ x !D. 

4. EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS WITH A SmFT 

If go. is nonzero and we write X == Xi == - gijgOj 
(gij is the inverse of the time-dependent 3-metric 
gij) so that X is a time-dependent vector field on M, 
then the evolution equations corresponding to the 
metric 

gaBdxadxB == - (1 - X iX i )dt2 - 2Xidtdx i + gijdxidx j 

are 
ag )at = k - Lxg, 

t~~ == Sg(k) - 2Ric(g) -Lxk . 
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Because of the presence of the Lie derivative in the 
first term, k is no longer the canonical velocity asso
ciated with the configuration field g, but is now a 
supplementary variable, defined to simplify the evo
lution equations; that is, the equation for aklat is 
simpler than the equation for the acceleration a2g/at2 

= ak/at - (a/at) (Lxg). We let h = ag/at denote the 
velocity canonically conjugate to the field g. 

In Ref. 3 the above equations are considered as Lag
range's equations on~. However in this approach 
the kinetic energy K(g, h) = ~gg(h + Lxg, h + Lxg) 
fails to be a quadratic function of the velocity h(al
though it is a quadratic function of the supplementary 
variable k). 

In order to have a kinetic energy term which is quad
ratic, and to incorporate the shift vector field into 
the theory in a natural way, we enlarge the configura
tion space ~ to !D x ~. We recall that !D = Diff(M) 
is the group of all smooth orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphisms of M. We can still regard the equa
tions of Proposition 3.3 on !D x ~ by just ignoring 
the factor !D; namely, for X E T!D, (g, h) E T~ we 
have 

ag ar=h, 

~~ = Sg(h) - 2Ric(g) + tJC(g, h). 

These equations come from a degenerate Lagrangian 
on !D x ~, L(X,g, h) = L(g, h). The degeneracy is 
clear because the Lagrangian L: T(!D x ~) --7 R does 
not depend on X; thus, X can be specified arbitrarily. 
We give a less trivial extension of the Lagrangian L 
to !D x ~ shortly. 

At this point it will be necessary to set out a few 
properties of the diffeomorphism group !D of our 
manifold M. We shall need only the most elementary 
aspects of this group, which can all be understood 
rather easily, as we shall explain. For the more de
tailed analysis, consult Refs. 7 and 10 and related ref
erences. 

To begin with, !D is an infinite-dimensional manifold. 
It is not a linear space, as M does not have a linear 
structure, but !D is locally like Coo functions; hence it 
is plausible that !D has the structure of a manifold 
modeled on a Frechet space of Coo (vector) functions. 

What we would like to demonstrate is that the tangent 
space TT/<.D at a point T/ E !D is the set of smooth maps 
X1/ : M --7 TM which cover 1); that is, such that the 
following diagram commutes: 

M )M 
T/ 

where T M denotes the canonical projection of TM to 
M. To see that XT/ is of the form described, let 
Tft E !D be a curve in <.D, 1)0 = T/, so that (dT/tldt ) It=o rep
resents a tangent vector in TT/!D. B But for fixed 
mE M, a(t) = Tft(m) is a curve in M with a(O) = T/(m) 
and with tangent vector 

dT/t I 
a'(O) = dt (m) t=o E TTj(m-/II· 

Thus dTlt/dt is a map from M to TM covering T/. 

We refer to XT/ as a vector field which covers 1), so 
that T!D is the manifold of vector fields covering 
diffeomorphisms. In particular, Te!D = X(M) = {the 
vector space of smooth vector fields on M} = {the 
Lie algebra of !D}. There is a natural projection 
T: T!D --7 !D defined by7'(XTj) = TMoXT/ = T/ E!D. For 
XT/ E TT/!D,XT/oT/-1 is an "ordinary" vector field on M. 
The assertion dTltldt = XT/ means that 1)t is the flow 
of the time-dependent vector field X t = XT/ ° 1)t-1 = 
dT/tl dto TIt-1. In other words, T/t give s the intJgral of the 
ordinary differential equations defined by X t , or 

Now we introduce a new manifold (t of maps of the 
form go 1) where g E ~ and T/ E <.D. This is isomor
phic to!D x ~ by mapping (T/,g) I-? g01). This map may 
be viewed as realizing (t as !D x ~ by right transla
tion or as (t in body coordinates. We can also realize 
(t in space coordinates using "left translation": 

where (T/-1 )*g represents a new metric obtained by 
"actively changing the coordinates" by the diffeo
morphism 1). If we let Xm, Y mET ~, then 

In a coordinate system, x = (x 1, ..• ,xn), this opera
tion (1)-1) *g reads as follows: Let x i be the ith co
ordinate of x = T/(x)j we suppose for Simplicity that 
the coordinate chart is so large that T/ maps it to 
itself. Then the new g has coordinates in this system 
given by 

_ _ axk axl 
gi/X) = axi (x)· ax) (x)gkZ(x). 

Our conventions on the plaCing of the stars agrees 
with the convention in Ref. 12 but is the opposite of 
that in Ref. 8. For example, (T/o~)*g = ~*T/*g. 
Our procedure of realizing (t in these two ways as 
<.D x ~ is entirely analogous to what occurs in the 
rigid body and hydrodynamics, cf. Ref. 7. This is ex
plained further in Sec. 5 below. 

We refer to (t as the manifOld of Riemannian metrics 
which cover diffeomorphisms. that is,gTj E (l covers 
the diffeomorphism T/ if the following diagram com
mutes: 

/FWI 
M-7M 

T/ 

where Pos(M) is the bundle of positive-definite sym
metric two-covariant tensors (not tensor fields) on M. 
In the above realizations of (l as <.D x ~, the space ~ 
plays the role of the" Lie algebra" of (t, so that right 
pullback to the "Lie algebra" is given by gT/ I-? gT/oT/-1, 
and left pullback is given by gTj I-? (T/-1) *(gno T/-1 )jgn0 1)-1 
is the representation of gTj in body coordinates, (Tf-1) * 
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(g1)°17-1 ) is the representation oj g1) in space coordi
nate s, and the transition from body to space coordi
nates is given by gr/ 17-1 H (17-1 ) *(g1) ° 17-1 ); that is, this 
map represents the transition from the "body repre
sentation" to the" space representation." This can 
also be interpreted more mundanely as the transition 
from a stationary to a moving frame. 

To transfer the Lagrangian on ~ to !D X ~,we con
sider the map 

(ef> is the standard left action of the group !D on ~). 

The tangent (or derivative) of ef> (not the tangent action) 
is easily computed. We shall prove that 

Tef>:T!DX T~~T'JfL~'JfLX S2('JfL), 

(Xl]' (g, h» H (17*g, 17*(h + L~Ol]-lg». 

Note that X ° 17-1 is an ordinary vector field so that 
L~oTJ~ is the usual Lie derivative. The proof that Tef> 
is as given follows from a lemma from geometry. 

Lemma 4.1: If Yt is a time-dependent vector field 
with flow 17t(17 0 == idM = identity), then for g E 'JfL 

:t (17tg) = 17t(Lytg)· 

This is the usual fundamental theorem connecting 
flows and Lie derivatives. s 

To prove the formula for Tef>, we may proceed as 
follows: Let 17t be the flow of the vector field XTJ 017-1 , 

17 0 == identity, so that as a curve in !D, 17t is tangent to 
X1)0 17-10 Tit, and 17tO 17 is tangent at t == 0 to XI]' Let gt be 
tangent at t = 0 to h and go == g. Then by definition 
of the tangentS 

Tef>(XTJ , (g, h» == ~ ef>(17t017,gt)1 t=o. 

Using the definition of ef> and Lemma 4.1, this be
comes 

d ( 0)* _ d ( )* * I _ * I d * (I dt 17t TI gt t=O - dt TI 17t gt t=O - 17 I dt 17t gt \ t=o 

* \ * * dgt { I == 17 ) Tit LX1) 0TJ-1gt + Tit dT\ t=o' 

which proves our assertion. 

Note: If we had used the right action ~(TI,g) == 
17~ == (17-1 )*g, the formula for T~ would be (lhg, 
17* h + Lx 01)-1 (17 *g», which is not as convenient for 

1) 

later purposes. 

By composing L with Tef>, we can extend our Lagran
gian L: T'JfL~ R to a degenerate Lagrangian L: 
T(!D x ~) ~ R given by L = Lo Tef>, that is, L(X1),g, h) 
== L(17*g, TI*(h + Lx ol]-lg» == L(g, h + Lx 01]-18"), where 

I] I] 

the last equality follows from the invariance of L by 
the pullback action of !D (see Sec. 6). 

We now explain why the Lagrangian L is quadratic in 
the velocities when viewed as a Lagrangian on !D x 'JfL, 
whereas it is not when viewed as a Lagrangian on 
T'JfL. We write out L as 

L(X1),g,h) = ~gg(h + LXl]ol]~,h + LX1)01)-1g)- 2 ~RJ.Lg. 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.4, April 1972 

To test whether L is quadratic, we must consider the 
transformation of the velocities v ~ AV, A E R. On 
!D X 'JIl, the velocities are both XTJ and h (rather than 
just h), so that we must consider the transformation 
(X1)' h) H (UTJ , Ah). It then follows immediately that 

L(UTJ,g, Ah) = "A 2L(X1),g, h) 

[whereas L(XTJ,g, Ah) ;e A2L(XTJ,g, h)]. Working on 'JfL 
alone, the fact that the shift is also a velocity (but not 
determined by evolution equations) is obscured; the 
nonquadratic nature of the Lagrangian on ~ is trying 
to tell us that the shift is a velocity variable or equi
valently that !D should be considered as part of the 
configuration space. 

We also remark that L is now a degenerate Lagran
gian on !D x 'JfL, as the metric term is now degenerate. 
Thus we have achieved a quadratic Lagrangian but 
only at the expense of giving up a nondegenerate one 
and also giving up well-defined equations of motion 
(see Sec. 2). Although it might appear that the price 
we have had to pay for the exchange is too great, this 
is not true. The degeneracy leads to an arbitrariness 
in the evolution equations which allows precisely for 
an arbitrary specification of a motion of M, that is a 
curve 17t E !D, or its generator, the shift vector field 
Xt· 

Using L and Proposition 2.4, the equations of motion 
may also be transferred to !D x ~. 

Theorem 4.1: Consider on !D x 'JIl the degenerate 
Lagrangian 

L(TI,X,g, h) = ~gg(h + Lx 0TJ"'ig, h + Lx 01)"'ig) 
I] 1) 

- 2 fMR(g)J.Lg. 

For any curve 17t with d17/dt = Xto 17t, a possible Lag
rangian vector field for L is given by the equations 
[at a point (Ye' g, h) E T(!D x 'JIl)] 

ag 
at = k -Lxg, 

ak 
at == Sg(k) - 2Ric(g) + tJC(g, k) 

-Lxk . 

Note: The expression for L may be written (in
trisically) directly on the manifold a. 
As a corollary, we get a simple method for solving 
the equations with a general shift X t if the solution 
for X == 0 is known. 

Corollary 4. 1: Let gt , k t be a solution of the Ein
stein system with N = 1, X = O. Let X t be a given 
time-dependent vector field with flow 17t, 17 0 == id. 
Then the solution of the Einstein system with N = 1 
and shift X t and the same initial conditions (go, k 0) is 
given by 

To prove the corollary, we need a lemma. 

Lemma 4.2: Let Xt be a time-dependent vector 
field and let the flow of X t be Tit. Then - (1lt-1 )*Xt has 
flow 17t-1 , where (T/t-l)*Xt = T17"?oXt ° 17t is the "pullback" 
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of vector fields [('1]/)* is "push forward" of vector 
fields]. Let g E mt and k E S 2 (M), Then 

:t (rf1)*g = - Lx /'1,?)*g 

and 
d ( -1)*k - L (-1)*k dt '1]/ - - x/ 7}t . 

Proof: Let Xt be the generator of 'l]t and Yt the 
generator of 'TIt-I. By differentiating 7}tO 'l]t-1 = idM, we 
find 

d ( -1) _ d'l]t -1 + T d11i'
1 

- X + T Y -1 
dt 'TIt 0 'l]t - df ° 'l]t 1)t ° ([t - t 'TIt ° t ° TIt 

= Xt + ('I]t)*Yt = 0, 

where ('I]t)*Yt = T'I]toYt°TJt1. Thus Yt = - (TJi'1)*Xt is 
the generator of the flow 1)t-1 • From Lemma 4.1, for 
g E mt, or k E S2(M), 

:t (1)i"1)*g = (W1)*Lytg = L(1lt)*y/'1i"1)*g = -Lx /'I]i"1)*g, 

where the second equality follows from the fact that 
Ly g is a tensor and hence commutes with push for
w:lrd in each of its arguments; in coordinates this is 
just covariance with respect to coordinate transfor
mations. 

Note: We have given these details because care 
is required when working with time-dependent vector 
fields X t • Indeed X t is not invariant under its own 
flow •• 

Proof of Corollary 4.1: By the lemma we get 

agt _ ( -1)* agt - _ - -
at - Tit at - LXtgt - kt - LXtgt , 

since agt/at = kt when Xt = O. 

Similarly, 

akt _ * akt _ 
at = ('I]t 1) at - Lxtkt 

= (1)t-1)*(Sgt(kt» - 2 (Tlt-1)* {Ric (g{» - LxlZt 

= Sg- (kt ) - 2Ric(gt) - Lx kt, t . t 

where the last equality again follows from the fact 
that S(· , .) and RiC( .) are tensor operators and hence 
commute with push forward (again, in coordinates, 
this is just covariance with respect to coordinate 
transformations), and we have used the equations for 
ak/at when Xt = O •• 

Corollary 4.1 shows that even though the evolution 
equations with a shift involve extra nonlinear, second 
order terms [since Lxk = Lx(h + Lxg) is quadratic 
in the velocities], the more general system can be 
solved merely by solving an ordinary differential 
equation; that is, by finding the flow of X t • 

The above geometry also makes it transparent how 
the space-time in the presence of a shift is to be 
constructed. Namely we have a diffeomorphism 

\l1:RXM-,>RxM, \l1(t,m) = (t,Tlt(m», 

which rotates the space M. It transforms, by Corol
lary 4.1, the old solution to the new solution. Thus 

it transforms the old space-time to the new one. It 
is easy to check that the new space-time metric is 
the one stated at the beginning of this section. Thus 
the space-time with a shift is isometric to the space
time without a shift. 

We now explain why we have changed the sign of the 
shift (see also the next section). If the first evolution 
equation, for example, were ag/at = kt + Lx gt, then 
we would consider gt = TI*gt and kt = Tltkt astthe solu
tion with shift Xt if (gt, kt> is the solution with shift 
zero. But then 

ait * agt * "I: ( * ) at = 'l]t df + '1]/ LXtgt = f(t + L(1l'? )*xt Tit gt 

= Rt + L(7(r hxlt , 

so that now the equations depend on 1)t explicitly, 
which is not natural. 

5. THE EINSTEIN SYSTEM IN SPACE AND BODY 
COORDINATES 

Interestingly enough, it is possible to interpret the 
Einstein system (E) in terms analogous to the con
cepts of space and body coordinates used to describe 
the motion of a rigid body or of a fluid in hydrodyna
mics. The basis for this interpretation is the two 
identifications of a, the manifold of Riemannian met
rics which cover diffeomorphisms, with !D x mt; the 
right identification g1/ H ('I],g1)0 '1]-1) E !D x mt leading 
to what we loosely call "body coordinates," and the 
left identification gl1 H ('1], ('1]-1) * (g1l o 7}-1» E !D x mt 
leading to "space coordinates." Here mt plays the 
role of the" Lie algebra" of a and is therefore analo
gous to the velocity phase space TeSO(3) ::::< R3 for the 
rigid body or Tid !Dp = Xo(M) (the space of all diver
gence free vecto¥ fIelds) for hydrodynamics (see Ref. 
7). 

If we transpose the Lie derivative terms in (E) to the 
left-hand Side, we see that the operator (a/at) + Lx 
enters in the evolution equations for both gl and kt • t 
The derivatives (ag/at) + Lx gt and (ak/at) + Lx kt 
are entirely analogous to thetmaterial or Euleriin 
derivative (ax/at) + "x Xt which appears in hydro
dynamics or the time d~rivative (d(l·w)/dt) + w x (l'w) 
of the angular momentum L == I· w of a rigid body as 
observed in space coordinates. 

The Eulerian derivative is the total time derivative 
of the fluid velocity as the fluid moves around in 
space. Although it is the time derivative of the velo
city with respect to an observer who is moving with 
the fluid, it is expressed in terms of quantities refer
ring to points fixed in space; that is, it is the total 
time derivative of the fluid as seen by an observer 
fixed in space. We say that an observer moving with 
the fluid is in body coordinates, or is "on" the fluid, 
and an observer fixed in space is in space coordi
nates, or is "off" the fluid. 

We now wish to investigate further this analogy of 
general relativity with hydrodynamics in which the 
derivatives (agtlat) + Lx gt and (aktlat ) + Lx kt can 
be interpreted as the tot~l derivative of a tifue-depen
dent metric field gt (or of kt> as seen by an observer 
in space coordinates. We let the manifold M be the 
body. We consider a curve 7}t E !D(M), TJ o = idM , as 
describing a rotation of the body M. Thus we consi-
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der the points of the manifold M to be moving accord
ing to the rule that a point which at time t = 0 is at 
rn E: M is at 1}t(m) after time t. We then make the 
convention that an observer is in body coordinates if 
he is on the manifold, and is in space coordinates if 
he is off the manifold. An observer in body coordi
nates, as he moves with the manifold, detects no 
motion of the manifold. 

Now letgt be a time-dependent metric field on M. We 
assume that this field is rigidly attached to the body 
M as it moves according to the curve 1}t, so that we 
set gt = gbod (time-dependence implied). An observer 
in body coo!dinates (who detects no motion of M) then 
finds (ogbody/ot) = kbody as the "velocity" of the met
ric. 

An observer in space coordinates (who is off the 
manifold) sees the metric field gbo_~ as it is dragged 
past him by the moving manifold. He sees the (time
dependent) metric field gspace= (11t-1 )*gbody and com
putes as the "velocity" of gspace; 

(5.1) 

where kSf!ace = (1}t-1 )*%Ody = (1}t-1 )*(ogbody/ot) and X 
is the ShIft vector field which generates the motion 
'TIt of M. Similarly he computes 

o kspace (). ( ) 
-o-t- = Sgspace kspace - 2RIC gspace - Lxkspace· 

(5.2) 

But (5.1) and (5.2) are just the evolution equations of 
(E) with lapse N = 1. 

6. CONSERVATION OF THE DIVERGENCE CONDI-
TION 

In Proposition 3.4 we saw that the divergence condi
tion is maintained by the Einstein equations. Now we 
want to give a more natural geometric proof of this 
fact using general symmetry methods. 

The idea is extremely simple and goes as follows. 
Group :.D acts on ~ by g H (1}-1 )*g as we have seen 
before. We assert that this action is a symmetry for 
our Lagrangian L (g, h) = ~gg(h, h) - V(g) and that the 
corresponding conserved quantities, computed accord
ing to Proposition 2.3 give us the desired conserva
tion law. 

Of course by Corollary 4.1 it is enough to show this 
for X = 0; we get the corresponding result with a 
shift immediately (and for a lapse too using the re
sults below). 

Let us denote for fixed 1} E: :.D, the map g H (1}-1 )*g by 
8 . First we assert that 811 is an isometry for the 
rieWitt metric. This is almost obvious since Sg is 
defined intrinsically and everything transforms pro
perly (see Refs. 5 or 10 for an analogous result). 
Secondly,8

11 
leaves invariant the potential. Indeed, 

since R is a tensor, 

t R«1)-1) *g)/-I (11-1)* g = t [R (g) 01)-1 ](1)-1) */-Ig 

= tR(g)IJ-g 

by the change of variables formula [(1}-1) *IJ-g is just 
the Jacobian of 1}-1 times /-Ig]. 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.4, April 1972 

We can therefore compute the conserved quantities 
using Proposition 2.3. Let ~t be a one-parameter 
group of diffeomorphisms generated by a vector field 
Z on M. Then 8~ is a one-parameter group of 
motions of ~ lehing L fixed and 8't is generated by 
gH - Lzg, a Killing vector field on~. The corres
ponding conserved quantity is therefore the real
valued function on T~ given by 

(g,k)H Sg(k, -Lzg). 

Lemma 6.1: 1 (Lzg . k)/lg = 2 I (Z . ok)flg• 
M 'M 

Proof: As was stated in the introduction, and as is 
easy to check, we have the formula 

From this we see that 6(k'Z) = (6k)'Z - k·vZ = 
(ok)'Z - ~k·Lzg. 

By Stokes theorem we have that 1 o(k' Z)IJ-,g = 0, and 
so the lemma follows. Recall that Ok = - kJIj" • 

Now Sg(k, Lzg) = 1 (Lzg'1T')flg, where 1T' = [(Trk)g
kJ-1 is the tensor p~rt of 1T = 1T' 119 IJ-g• From 
Lemma 6. 1 we get the fact that 

J
M 

(Z' 01T')llg is conserved. 

Since Z is arbitrary, (01T ')~ 119 flg = (61T)~ is conser
ved, where, as above, the symbol ( )b indicates that the 
index is lowered by the time-dependent metric lhj' 
that is (o1T,)b = - (1T')PI '. Thus if o[(Trk)g - kJ = 0 
at t = 0 then this condition is maintained in time, 
thereby proving our conservation law. 

Note that 01T' must be taken with its index down, that 
is, regarded as a one form, in order that its contra
tion with Z does not involve the metric. Note that we 
have shown (01T)b is conserved even if (o1T)b is not 
zero at t = 0, although this is not true for Ii «Trk)g 
- k) because of the ILg term (see also Ref. 19). This 
is for the full set of Hamiltonian equations as in 
PropOSition 3.3. For the truncated system it is 
necessary to require that 01T and JC both be zero at 
t = 0 as we saw in PropOSition 3.4. 

Geometrically, o«Trk)g - k) = 0 on ~ means that 
k is perpendicular to the orbit of :.D through g (per
pendicular in the DeWitt metric). This is exactly a 
restatement of the condition Sg (k, L zg) = 0 for all Z. 

Thus the conservation of o«Trk)g - k) means that if 
(g, k) starts off perpendicular to the orbit through g, 
it must evolve in such a manner that it remains per
pendicular to the orbit. If a shift is present, we mea
sure perpendicularity by the DeWitt metric on ~ x 'JIl.. 
In the metric 9 (".), this means that gt, rather than 
proceeding perpendicular to the orbits, also "slides 
along" the orbits; this sliding is determined by the 
flow of the shift vector field. 

We also remark that 

Lx1T = L}.1T' 119 Ilg) = Lx1T' 119 /lg + 1T' 119 Lxllg 

= Lx1T' 119 flg + (divX)1T' 0 flg' 

where LXllg = (divX)ILg , divX = - oX = Xiii' Thus 
the Lie derivative of a tensor density has the extra 
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divergence term (divX)1T' in it. Comparing this with 
the evolution equations in Arnowitt, Deser, and 
Misner 2 reveals the last three terms in the equation 
for a1T/at as Lx1T. 

In summary, we have proven: 

Theorem 6.1: Let L be a Lagrangian system 
L(g, k) = ~gg(k, k)- V(g) on TIll with Lagrangian 
vector field Z. Suppose V is invariant under the 
action of ~ on 'JIT. Then if (g, k) is an integral curve 
of Z, a/at {6{(Trk)g - k]{lg} = O. 

Thus if o[ (Trk)g - k) = 0 holds at t = 0, it holds for 
all time. 

In other words, the divergence condition results pre
cisely from the spatial coordinate invariance of our 
Lagrangian. One can Similarly work out laws for 
other coordinate invariant theories which are built 
on tensor or vector bundles other than S2(M"). 

7. THE EINSTEIN EQUATIONS WITH A LAPSE 

We have just seen that the shift vector field X has a 
simple geometric interpretation and the solutions to 
the modified Einstein equations are related to those 
with zero shift in a very simple and geometrically 
transparent way. The lapse function is more interest
ing and a bit more intricate. In dealing with the lapse 
we may assume the shift is zero. 

If one has a Lagrangian function on TB, there is a 
standard way (see Ref. 9, p. 133) of aSSOCiating a 
homogeneous Lagrangian on T(R x B). Namely set 

L: TR x T B R: R x R x T B --> R, 
I(t, A, v) = AL(v/A), A '" O. 

Here A EO TtR is now a velocity, and so I is homogene
ous of first order in the velocities. r is defined just 
on the subset where A '" O. This r is degenerate and 
its base integral curves are obtained from those of 
L by suspending them in R x B with an arbitrary 
change of parametrization (reflecting the degeneracy). 
Physically, the time has changed roles from being 
the evolution parameter of the system to a coordin
ate in the extended configuration space; one is then 
free to choose an arbitrary evolution parameter for 
the system. 

With this classical example in mind, we thus extend 
our Lagrangian_L on T'Jll, L(g, h) = Hig(h, h) -
2 JM R(g){lg to L: T('1' x 'JIT) ---> R by setting for 

(~, N) EO '1' x r, N> 0, 

L(~, N, g, h) = JMN£~, ~) I1g 

= ~.t N ((Tr ~ r -~ 'N) 118 - 2~NR(g)l1g. 
Recall '1' is the space of smooth functions ~ : M ---> R, 
T = COO(M;R). Since T is a linear space, T'1' = T x '1' 
and we denote elements in the tangent space by 
(~, N) EO r x 'I. Note that the constant functions form 
a subgroup of '1' naturally isomorphic to R; restricting 
to these functions we recover the classical extension 
of L. For the relativistic case, the introduction of 'I 
instead of R is quite natural as it allows for observers 
at different points of M to have different clock rates. 

For the classical extension of L to T(R x B), there 
is no problem about the existence of its Lagrangian 
vector field. One can easily check that the most 
general such second order vector field is given by 

Z(t, A, v) = aCt, A) E& AZ(V), 

where a is any second order equation on TR (cf. 
Ref. 8, p. 136) and Z is the Lagrangian vector field for 
Lon TB. 

Now we come to a somewhat surprising result. This 
is that, when we extend L to T('1' x mt) as above, the 
Lagrangian vector field need not exist at every point 
of T('1' x mt). In fact, in the next theorem we shall 
see that we are forced to restrict to the set on which 
JC is identically constant. The result is quite general 
for any Lagrangian system, although we deal explicit
ly with the case at hand. This provides the explana
tion of why JC must be identically constant (generally 
taken zero) rather than just the total integrated 
energy being conserved; cf. Misner. 4,2 

Sachs15 has pointed out that in some dust models, JC 
can be a nonzero constant. Observe that JC is the 
total Hamiltonian governing the evolution of all quanti
ties in the theory. For instance in the presence of an 
electromagnetic field, JC = - Goo + ToO is the energy 
governing the evolution of both the gravitational and 
electromagnetic fields. For a physical solution JC = 0; 
the hypothesis (ii) in the theorem below means 
physically that our system is relativistic in the sense 
that one cannot physically distinguish between the vari-
0us spacelike hypersurfaces. If there are given a 
priori sources or other "painted on" external fields 
present, such as the velocity field of a fluid or an 
electromagnetic field, one can physically distinguish 
the various hypersurfaces and the hypothesis (ii) will 
not hold. 

Theorem 7. 1: (i) If a Lagrangian vector field Z 
for L [defined on T('1' x~) above] exists, then it must 
be a second-order equation provided that it is second 
order in either ~ or g. (ii) In order that Z should 
exist as a second-order equation at (~, N, g, h) and 
that N be arbitrarily specifiable, that is, that the 
"degenerate direction" is all of '1', it is necessary 
that for any curve (W), N(t), get), h(t» tangent to Z, 
we have (a/at){JC(g, h/N){l8} = 0, where JC(g, h/N) 
= M(Tr(h/N»2 - (h/N)' (hiN)] + 2R(g). 

Proof: (i) In general the relation between Z and 
L is the Lagrangian condition 

on TB (see Sec. 2), If we let Z = (Zl' Z2) locally on 
T B, this condition reads as follows: For all e l' e 2 we 
have 

DID2L(u, e)'e1'e - D1L(u, e)'e 1 + D 2D 2 L(u, e)'e 2 'e 

= DzD2 L (u, e) 'e 1 ' Z1 - D 1D 2L(u, e)' Zl 'e 1 

+ D 2D 2L(u, e)' Zl'e2 - D 2D 2L(u, e)' Z2'e1' 

These split up into two conditions: 

D 2D 2L(u,e)'Zl' e2 =D2D2L(u,e)'e 2'e (7.1) 
and 
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D 1D2L(u, e)' e l'e - D1 L(u, e)' e 1 
= D1D2L(u, e)'e l' Zl - D1D2L(u, e)' Zl' e1 

- D2D2L(u, e)' Z2'e1 (7.2) 

In general, we cannot conclude from (7.1) that 
Z 1 (u, e) = e because L is degenerate. 

Now let us turn to the case at hand. Let us incorpo
rate Mg into £ so we can briefly just write 

L(~,g,N,h) = fN£(g,h/N). 

We also suppress the fact that £ depends explicitly 
on DK,D2g, which is irrelevant for the present dis
cussion. 

Using obvious notation, the derivatives of L are easily 
worked out to be the following: 

D1L(~,g,N,h)' ([,ff) 

= derivative of L with respect to (~,g) in direc
tion ([,if) 

= f Ndg J2(g, hlN) ·ff; 

D 2L(~,g, N, h)' (N, ii) 

= derivative with reseecJ to the velocity variables 
(N, h) in direction (N, h) 

= fN£(g,~) - JNah£(g,~} ~ + f dh£~,~)-ii; 
D1D2L(~,g,N, h)' ([,g)' (N, ii) 

= fNaii£(g,~ ).g - fNa8ah£(g,~)·g·~ 

+ fdgahJ2~,~)·g·ii; 
- - ::= = 

D 2fJ2L(~ ,g, N, h)' (N, h)' (N, h) 

Note that in the computation of the second derivative 
of L with respect to the velocity variables, two pairs 
of terms canceled out. Now let us use this expres
sion to write out condition (7.1). Let us write 
Z 1 (~,g, N, h) = (~,g) for convenience. Condition (7.1) 
splits into two conditions, taking respectively 
e2 = (N,O) and e 2 = (0, ti). We get 

(7. l'a) 

(7.1'b) 

Each of th~se conditions is ~quivalent to the single 
condition ~h = Ng. Thus if ~ = N, then h = g and 
vice versa. Hence (i) follows. 

To establish (ii), we write out condition (7.2) which 
now becomes 
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Again we have a split into t.wo separate cond!tions 
taking, respec~iv~ly, e1 = (N,O) and e1 = (O,h). By 
letting Z2 = (N, h) we get 

0= f NdgJ2(g,~ )'h - f Nagak£(g'~)'h'; 

f - . (h) h h f - (h) Ii h + NNalJ:.,g'N 'N'N2 - Na?£,g'N 'N'N 

and (7.2'a) 

f Nag£(g,~)ii 

= faih£(g'~)'h'h-- Jml£(g,~)-ii':2 

+ fa~£(g,~)-h·(4)· (7.2'b) 

Condition (7. 2b) is just the condition for Lagrange's 
equation for hlN = k which we work out in Theorem 
8.1 below. 

For now we want to focus our attention on the non
trivial condition (7. 2a). Since we are supposed to 
have complete degeneracy in '.t, N is arbitrary, so 
(7. 2a) is equivalent to 

o = dg£(g,~)-h - agah£(g'~)'h'~ 
'. (h) h h 2£( h) Ii h + Nol£ g'N 'N'liZ - °h g'N ·F.(N 

Setting k = hlN, this becomes 

o = ag£(g,~}h - aih£(g'~)'h'~- atJ2(g,~}k'~ 
(7.2'c) 

Let us take a curve (W),g(t), N(t), h(t» tangent to Z 
which we suppose exists. Then (7. 2c) just says that 

0= ;t[Ok£(g,k)'k - £(g,k)] 

or 

This proves the theorem .• 

We shall continue this investigation by shOwing how 
to construct Z in the next section. 

8. CONSTRUCTION OF THE EQUATIONS FOR A 
GENERAL LAPSE 

In view of the results of Sec. 7 and the discussion of 
Sec. 1, we introduce the following "constraint" subset 
of T(T x 'JTL): 

e C T('.t x 'JTL), 

e = ~(~,N,g,h): N> 0 and 0 [(Tr~)g - ~J = 0 

and JC(g,~)= o~. 
Since ultimately N will be specified in advance, it is 
useful to think of e as a subset of T'JTL. Unfortunately, 
at pOints g of e which admit a nontrivial isometry 
group, e does not seem to be a manifold. This is 
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analogous to the nonmanifold structure of super- I = J N£~';)/Jg 
space 5; see also Sec. 11. However, we shall not re
quire smoothness of e in what follows: 

Theorem 8.1: Let I on T('1' x ml) be defined as 
in Sec. 7. Then at points of e, I has a Lagrangian 
vector field Z. The most general such second order 
vector field is as follows: Specify an arbitrary curve 
W) E '1' and set Nt = dW)/dt, assuming Nt > O. By 
writing 

Z(~,N,g,h) = (N,N,g,h), k =~, 

Moreover, an integral curve of these equations which 
begins in e remains in e. 

Proof: With Z defined as in the statement of the 
theorem, we must verify the Lagrangian condition for 
I. Referring to the proof of condition 7.1, this 
amounts to showing that (7. 2b) holds and that 
(o/a t)[ JC (g, k )j.lg] = 0 for any integral curve of Z 
starting in e. 
From (7. 2b) it is clear that k must be the spray of 
the DeWitt metric minus the gradient of the potential 
V(g) = 2 J NR(g)j.lg. The equations then follow from 
l'roposition 3.2. 

To complete the verification of the Lagrange condi
tion we must show that (a/ot)[JC(g,k)j.lg] = O. To do 
this we first observe that the condition o[ (Trk)g - k] 
= 0 is maintained in time; this can be proved exactly 
as in Sec. 6 by invariance of the Lagrangian under 
the action of :.I). :.I) must now be considered to act on 
'1' in the natural way, :.I) x '1' ~ '1'; T} x ~ ~ I; 0 T}. We 
then prove, under the hypothesis o[ (Trk)g - k] = 0, 
that {o/at)(JC/Jd = 0 by a direct verification, analogous 
to the proof or Pr~position 3. 4, using the stated equa
tions defined for Z •• 

Note: In general, Z will not exist at pOints other 
than those in e. 
The Hessian term is a nonlinear coupling between N 
and g. However, we again assert that the solution 
for a general N may be obtained from a solution for 
N = 1 by integrating a system of ordinary differential 
equations. This is explained in Sec. 10. 

There is another interesting way to see that one has 
(ojot}(JCj.l) = 0 for any theory invariant under the 
full relativistic time translation group '1'. This is an 
alternative approach to that used in 7. 1 although it 
is not detailed enough to allow for the construction 
of the equations of motion. It does, however, provide 
a group theoretical argument for the relationship 
between (o/at)(JCg ) = 0 and time translation invari
ance (in the relathfi.stic sense). 

Proposition 8.1: Let.c be any Lagrangian density 
on ml (or any function-space for that matter) with 
extension to £ on T('1' x ml) as defined in Sec. 7. 
Suppose 

has a Lagrangian vector field Zon some subspace 
e c T('1' x ml). Let e be invariant under relativistic 
time translations (see below), and let integral curves 
of Z map e to e. Then along such integral curves, 
(o/at)(JCj.l) == o. 

Proof: '1' is a vector space and as an additive 
groull, acts on '1' x ml and e in a natural way. For 
~a E '1' we get a map of '1' x ml~ '1' x ml by (~,g) H 

(; + ;o,g). There is a corresponding one parameter 
group 4>t(;,g) = (; + t;a,g). This is generated by the 
vector field (~,g) ~ (~a' 0). 

Now the tangent action of 4>t leaves L invariant, since 
T4>t(~,N,g,h) = (~ + t~a,N,g,h) and I depends only 
on N, not on ~. Thus we may apply Proposition 2. 3. 
By a straightforward computation, we find that the 
fiber derivative is given as follows: 

FI(~,N,g, h): TU•g)('1' x ml) ~ R, 

(Ft,h)~ ~ NJC (g,~) Ilg + ~ [ah.c(g,~ ).hJgg. 

Thus with (Ft, h) = (~o, 0) we conclude from proposi
tion 2. 3 that 

is a constant of the motion. Since ~o is arbitrary, the 
result follows. • 

Observe that JC is not the energy density for I but 
rather is that for L. Since I is homogeneous, its 
associated energy function is identically zero; since 
WE is degenerate, this does not imply trivial equations 
of motion. Finally note that the requirement (01T)b = 0 
is buried in Proposition 8. 1 through the assumptions 
that Z exists and integral curves stay in e. Thus 
Proposition 8.1 is just illustrative, with the main 
results in Theorems 7. 1 and 8. 1. 

We prefer the proofs we have given for the main
tenance of the supplementary conditions since they 
are natural consequences of the Hamiltonian structure 
of the evolution equations and their dynamical sym
metries. Moreover, in this approach we need not 
rely on identities in the corresponding four geometry. 

9. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE FOUR GEOMETRY 

In this section we establish the equivalence between 
the Einstein system (E), with a given lapse Nt and 
shift Xt, for the evolving three geometry gij and the 
Ricci flatness of the Lorentz metric gL constructed 
on 1 x M [1 = ( - E, E)]; the metric gL is obtained by 
decreeing that (l/N,X/N) be a unit timelike vector 
field on 1 x M orthogonal to the {t} x M hypersur
faces. To satisfy this condition, we construct gL from 
gt, Xt, and Nt as follows: 

gL(t,m)' «r,vm), (s,wm» 
= gt(m)' (vm rXt(m), wm - sXt(m» - rsN? (M). 

In coordinates, this formula reads 
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where x a = (t, x i) and Xi = gi)(i. We are assuming 
that X t has length less than Nt which means that our 
observer has velocity less than that of light, relative 
to a Gaussian reference system. 

Theorem 9.1: Let Xt and Nt be a given lapse and 
shift. Then a curve gt E ~ satisfies the system (E) 
with lapse and shift Nt and X t if and only if the Lorentz 
metric gL constructed above is Ricci flat; Le.,Ra13 = o. 
Obviously this theorem is basic to the whole program 
and is in Ref. 1 for N = 1 and X == O. Here we are 
interested in the situation for arbitrary N. One 
interesting feature is to see how the Hessian term of 
N in the equations of evolution arises. We have seen 
in Secs. 3 and 8 how it arose in the Lagrangian 
formulation. 

The proof of Theorem 9.1 is based on a decomposi
tion of the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor in 
terms of quantities associated with an embedded 
hypersurface. Four of the equations are the Gauss
Codazzi equations which relate the curvature tensor 
of I x M to the curvature tensor and second funda
mental form S of the embedded hypersurface M. 
The other six equations involve more than the geo
metry of M and S; they depend also on a family of 
embeddings. A convenient reference for this result 
is Yan021 Chap. 5; see also, Abraham, 22 Sec. 9. For 
the purposes of this paper we shall translate the 
formulas into coordinate notation. In dOing this we 
choose a coordinate system in which the t-axis is 
normal to the hypersurface M; in other words, we 
assume that the unit timelike normal is of the form 
Z == (ZO, 0) so thatgok == O. 

Thusg 13 is of the form -N2dt2 + gijdxidxi and 
Z = (liN, 0). The case of an arbitrary shiftXt may 
be dealt with by the methods explained in Secs. 4 and 
5. 

Lemma 9. 1: Let Mt be a family of three manifolds 
embedded as spacelike hypersurfaces in a Lorentz 
manifold V. Let 4R nBro be the curvature tensor on V 
and 3Rijkl that on M. Let Sij be the second funda
mental form (" extrinsic curvature") of M and Z the 
unit normal to M. Then in a coordinate system in 
which Z = (liN, 0), we have the follOwing decomposi
tion of 4 RaByo : 

(i) ~ 1 as" 1 ~ 4R, ,=N2 -~-(S xS),,--N1'1' 
OaO) N 2t 'J N 'J 

(ii) 4Riikl = 3Rijkl + Sil~k - SikSil' and 

(iii) 4RiikO == Ski Ii - Ski Ii' 

where all covariant derivatives are taken in the 
metric on M. 

Proof: The decomposition (ii) is the Gauss equa
tion (Yano,21 p. 94) 

4R(X,Y,U,W) = 3R(X,Y,U,W) + [S(X,W)S(Y,U) 

- S(Y, W)S(X, U)] 

written in coordinates. There is a change of sign 
over what is in Yano becauseg(Z, Z) = - 1 rather 
than + 1. The decomposition (ii) holds generally for any 
hypersurface and is a direct consequence of the rela-
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tionship between the induced connection 3V and the 
second fundamental form S, 

(9.1) 

and the definition of the Riemann-Christoffel curva
ture tensor. Similarly (iii) is the Codazzi equation 
(Yano,21 p. 95) 

R(X. Y. u. Z) = vyS(X, U)- vxS(Y, U). 

The decomposition (i) involves the .geometry of M, S, 
and the family of embeddings (otherwise a Si/a t has 
no meaning). The decomposition (i) may be deduced 
(by a long computation) from Abraham 22 Sec. 9, but 
we can also give a direct proof as follows. Now we 
can write 

gaBdxadx13 = - N2dt2 + giixidxi 

and compute directly from rjl":, = tg).a(gjlA.V + gVA.jl 
- gIlV.A) that 

rgo == N.o/N, 

° / 2 r ij = gij.O 2N , 

rdo = NgjiN " 
.J 

Contracting (9.1) with Z gives 

Thus in coordinates, 

since Za == (- N, 0). 

Now by definition 

R(Z, X, Z, Y) = (vzvxZ, Y) - (vxvzZ, Y) - (v[x.Z]Z, Y), 

so that 

1 
- R OiOj = R(Z, X, Z, Y), 
N2 

where Z == «l/N)(a/at), 0), X = (0, a/axil, 
Y = (0, a/axil. Now one easily computes the following: 

(vxZ)O = sl, 
( ) 0 1 ° 1 vxZ = --N i + riON-= 0, 

N2 . 

(v wt == Wk /N + 5kWj + jkN .w0
• Z ,0 J g ,J 

SO we get 

(vzvxZ, Y) = ~1(VZVXZ)1 
I / I k = ffj Z5i ,0 N + 5;,si~1 

1 a = N at (5i ) - (5 x 5)ij' (9.2) 

Similarly, 

(~vzZ, Y) = (N .IN) Ii = N1'1,./N - NJ.N /N2 .J J • • 
(9.3) 

and finally since [X, Z]k = 0, [X, Z]O = N,/N2, we get 

(V':[X Z]Z, Y) == N iN ./N2. , . ,} 
(9.4) 

Thus adding up (9.2), (9.3) and (9.4) yields (i) •• 
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In terms of kij = (l/N)(agi/at) = 2Sij , we have 

4 _ 2(~ akij _ !.(k x k). _ NIll!) 

1 

ROiOj - N 2N at 4 'j N ' 

4R ijk1 = :R;jkl+ t(kilkjk - kikkj ), 

4RijkO = Z(k"ilj - k"j Ii)' 

Proof of Theorem 9. 1: We prove Theorem 9.1 for 
the case of X

t 
= O. The general case is handled using the 

methods of Secs.4 and 5. So suppose that gCd3 dx "dxB 

= - N 2 dt2 + g .. dxidxj is Ricci flat. Using Yano's 
conventions, th~ Ricci tensor is 

4RcxB = 4gy6 4RycxB6 = - 4gYo Bra6B' 

We have 

o = 4R = - 4g aB 4R .. :::; ~ 4R. - gkl 4R .. 
ij a,B) N2 O'Oj k,l) 

= (2
1
N aa~ - tk x k - ~(HessN» + {Ric(g) 

- t[k x k - (Trk)k ]}, 

where we have used decomposition (ii) as well as (i). 
This gives the required equation for ok/at. 

Similarly using decomposition (iii) we have 0 = 4Roi 

= - 4g aB 4RaiBO = - 3g kl4RkilO = Hki \j - kj Ii) 
= - ~o(k - (Trk)g), which gives the divergence 
condition. 

Finally using decomposition (i) again, we have 

0= 4ROO == - 4g cxB 4RcxOBO = - 3g kl 4RokOI 

( 
1 ak k1 (HeSsN)kl) 

= - 3g klN2 'l.N --ar- - Hk x k)kl - N . 

If we now substitute the equation for ok/at in this 
expression, it simplifies down to ~N2 Je(g, k) 
= 2N2[X + 2R(g)) so we get the energy condition. 

The converse of the theorem is proved by retracing 
the steps •• 

10. THE INTRINSIC SHIFT VECTOR FIELD 

In this section we study the relationship between 
solutions of the Einstein system (E) with the same 
Cauchy data but with different prescribed lapse func
tions. We suppose that we have a solution (gt' kt), 
I t I < E of (E) for a given lapse Nt and shift vecto.!' 
field X t = 0, and ~e wish to End the solution (gt ,}t) 
to (E) with lapse N:::; 1 and X = 0 such that (go, kQ) 
= (go, ko). The converse problem of findin[ (gt' kt, for 
an arbitrary lapse N given the solution (gt, kt) for 
N = 1 proceeds similarly (see Theorem 10.3 below). 

The above problem is well known to be equivalent to 
finding the Gaussian normal coordinates for the 
Lorentz metric gaBdxcxdxB = - N 2dt2 + gijdxidxJ. 
What we wish to do is geometrize this situation a bit. 

Lemma 10.1: Let Nt be an arbitrary lapse func
tion, let gt E~, I t I < E, be a one-parameter curve of 
metriCS, and let gL(t, m)' [(r, vm)(s, wm)] = - N't(m)rs 
+ gt(m)' (Vm , wm ) be the associated Lorentz metric on 
I x M, 1= (- E, E). Then there exists a unique curve 
Tt E '1', I t I < E' :s E with TO = 0 such that 

(10. 1) 

where (grad T)j = gij(dT/ dXi) is computed with respect 
to the time-d~pendent metric gt. The function 
T. I x M --? R, 1(t, m) H Tt(m) is the proper time from 
(t, rn) to {O} x M measured backwards along a unit 
timelike geodesic normal to {O} x M. 

Proof: Equation (10.1) is just the eikonal equation 

_ J... (a T)2 + II gradTI/2 = -1 = gaB ~ ~, 
Nr at ax a axs 

(10.2) 

which is a single first order nonlinear partial differ
ential equation. By the Cauchy method of character
istics, this single equation can be reduced to a system 
of eight ordinary differential equations in Hamiltonian 
form, namely the geodesic equations of gfiV: 

( dxu _ v _ aH 
, (f[ - gfi P/J - ap/ 

? 
dPfl _ !. agaB _ aH 
-- -2--PaPf) ---, 
dT axfi axfi 

where the Hamiltonian H= ~gfi"PiJPv' 

(10.3) 

From the initial condition 1(0, m) = 0 and Eq. (10. 2) 
itseil, we conclude that (dT/dt)(O, m) = No(m). System 
(10.3) can be integrated for short time 0 < E' :s E 

subject to the initial conditions xfi(O,m) = (O,m) and 
p (O,m) = (No(rn), 0) to give (XJ.l(T,rn),Pfi(T,m». Since 
the hypersurface {o} x M is noncharacteristic, 
xfi(T,m) can be inverted for It I < E" ~ E':::: E to give 
a function 1(Xfi) which satisfies T(O,m) = 0, Eq. (10. 2), 
and a T/aX fi = Pfl' That the geodesics are unit time
like geodesics follows from conservation of 2H 
= gaBPcxp = -1 and since dXfi/dt(O, m) = gfiVP/J(O, m) 
= fIJV(N o&n), 0) = (- (l/N o(m), 0), they are normal to 
{O XM .• 

The factor ..f1 + II gradTI/ 2 in the expression for dT/dt 
takes into account the fact that, in general, the lapse 
depends on space coordinates and therefore "pushes" 
up the hypersurface {O} x M unevenly along T= constant 
hyper surfaces in I X M. 

There is another way of looking at the lapse function 
which has been given by Wheeler1 : Namely it is 
trivial to check that 

~t(rn) = lot NA.(rn)dA 

is the proper time from {O} x M to {t} x M measured 
along the curve A f-7 (A, rn) for m fixed. This differs 
from Tt(m) in that T/rn) is the proper time for an 
observer following a geodesic; that is, one in free fall. 
The curve A f-7 (i\, m) is not a geodesic because of the 
spatial dependence of N. 

For the rest of this section, we will refer to "It as 
computed from Lemma 10.1 as the proper time 
function assocJated with Nt and gt' Note that Tt is just 
the time part t(t, x') of the coordinate transformation 
Xa(Xfi) which transforms gaf)dx"dx B = - N 2dt 2 

+ gj .dx'dxi to Gaussian coordinates, as can be seen 
fro~ the eikonal equation for gaB' 

- 2 --
_ 1 - - -1:.. ~ + gkl ~ ~ 

- N2 at axk axi • 

The question naturally arises if we can construct the 
rest of the Gaussian coordinate system from Tt alone. 
Let ¢t(m) == ii(t, xi) denote the spatial part of the 
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transformation to Gaussian coordinates, so that 
(Tt(m), ¢t(m» = xJJ(x a) is the coordinate transforma
tion leading to Gaussian coordinates. Since ¢t is a 
diffeomorphism, it is the flow of a time-dependent 
vector field on M, so that it behaves just like a shift 
TIt generated by a shift vector field Xt. We call ¢t the 
intrinsic shift and its generator Yt as the intrinsic 
shift vector field of N. Theorem 10.1 below gives a 
way to compute ¢t or Yt from the proper time func
tion Tt alone. 

In the transformation to Gaussian coordinates, the 
hypersurface {t} x M is mapped into the hyper
surface T-1(t), so ¢t(m) is the spatial coordinate of 
(t, m) in the Gaussian coordinate system. The intrin
sic shift thus describes the shifting of the spatial 
coordinates in the {t} x M hypersurface due to the 
fact that the lapse Nt depends on the space variable 
so that each point of {t} x M does not have the same 
proper time coordinate Tt(m). Thus the hypersurface 
it} x M is tilted when it is stretched to fit the T= con
stant contours. This tilting causes a shifting of the 
spatial coordinates in {t} x M which is described by 
the intrinsic shift ¢t. 

Theorem 10.1: Let Nt and gt be given and let Tt be 
determined from Lemma 10.1. Let Zt be the time
dependent vector field defined by 

Nt 
Zt=- grad~ 

../1 + II grad~11 2 

and let 1/-'1' 1/-'0 = idM be its flow. Then the intrinsic 
shift ¢t is given by ¢t = 1/-';1 and the intrinsic shift 
vector field is 

Proof: Let ¢t be the space part of the transforma
tion to the Gaussian coordinate system. Then the 
condition on ¢t comes from requiring that the gOi 

components of gL remain zero in the Gaussian co
ordinate system. This condition is 

This condition is rewritten as 

so that 

if = (~;t ) (1 + II g~adTtll 2 )T¢t ·gradTt 

N = t T¢ .grad'!: 
.,; 1 + II grad 7t 112 t t 

= - T¢t 0 Zt. 

Thus ¢t satisfies 

ifO¢t1 = - T¢tOZtO¢t1 = - (¢t)*Zt 
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so that - (¢t)*Zt is the generator of ¢t. Let 1/-'t,1/-'o 
= idM be the flow of Zt' Then from Lemma 4.2, 
- (1/-'t-1)*Zt has the flow 1/-'t? so that ¢t = 1/-'11. Thus 
- (¢)*Zt = - (1/-'t- 1 )*Zt = Yt is the intrinsic shift vector 
field associated with N, • 

We now consider how solutions (gt, kt ), It' < E of the 
Einstein system (E) witl:!. an arbitrary lapse Nt are 
related to solutions (gt, ht),_' t' < E' :s E of (EJ with 
the same Cauchy data and N = 1. As before, this is 
equivalent to finding how the space part of gaBdx<>dxB 
= - N 2dt2 + lIiidxidx j transforms when we transform 
to Gaussian coordinates. This is also equivalent to 
finding the metric iT induced on the T = constant 
hyper surfaces in the space I x M with Lorentz 
metric gaB' 

The fact that gt is a solution of (E) is again peri
pheral as we are just computing how the space part 
of a Lorentz metric of the form gaBdx<>dx8 = - N 2dt 2 

+ gijdxidxi transforms when we transform to Gaus
sian coordinates. 

Theorem 10.2: Let N; and gt be given, I t 1< E 

and let Tt be determined from Lemma 10.1. Let 
1/-'t,1/-'o = idM be the flow of Zt = - Nt<! + II grad Tt Il 2)-1/2 
gradT; let ¢ = If,i1 be the intrinsic shift; and let 
Yt = - (¢t)*Zt be the instrinsic shift vector field 
associated with Nt. 

Let gIl = gij be gt in contravariant form and let 

= T¢t @ TCPt ~t1 - !; @ !:)(m) = T¢t @ T¢t 

(
g-l _ gradTt @ gradT t ) (m) 

t .J! + IIgradTtll2 .J1 + II grad 7t1l 2 

_ Yt Yt = T¢t @ T¢t(gt l)(m)_ N @ N (¢t(m». 
t t 

Then iT is the metric induced on T = constant hyper
surfaces by the Lorentz metric - N 2dt 2 + gi .dxidxi, 
As above, denoting the Gaussian coordinates by 
(T(t, Xi), ¢i(t, x» we have the coordinate expression 

gii = a¢i a¢i 
axk axl 

X gkl _ 1 + gab_ _ gkmgln __ -- (f,X). ~ (
aT a 7)-1 a T a 7 ) 
axa axb axm axn 

Remark: Note that in order that g-1 remain posi
tive definite, 

(X X) > ( dT-X ~2 
gt' ../1 + II grad 7

t
11 2) 

This holds at t = 0 and so will hold for some t-inter
val around O. 

Proof: Let - N 2dt2 + gi .dxidxi be the Lorentz 
metric associated with gt rid~, Transforming this 
metric to Gaulilsian coordinates gives the transforma
tion law for the 3-metric gii as 

gii( 7(t, Xk), xi(t, xk» = axi (t, xk) ax} (t, Xk)gmn(t, Xk) 
aX m axn 

1 ax; axi 
- N2 at (t, xk

) at (t, Xk). 
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By using 

1 axi _ N ax i kl aT 
Nar-aT/dtaxl

g 
axk 

from the proof of Theorem 10.1, 

we have 

gij( T(/, Xk), xi(t, xk» 
= ax; ~ (gmn _ 1 gmk ~ gnl~) (t, xk) 

axm axm 1 + !igradTlI2 axk axl 

which is written as 

g-l( 7t(m), <Pt(m» = T<P t ® T<Pt 

x g-l m) - ® r==rr=====;:=:=;;=;;: ( 
( 

gradTt(m) gradTt(m») 
t ..)1 + Ii gradT

t 
112 .J1 + II grad Tt (m)!l 2 . 

As a corollary we get an expression for the solution 
to the Einstein system (E) for N = 1, given a solution 
(gt>kt ) for arbitrary lapse Nt" 

Corollary 10. 1 : Let (gt' kt) be a solution to the 
Einstein system (E) with Nt given and X t = O. Let 
Tt, TO ::= 0 be determined from Lemma 10.1, let 
Zt =-N/(l + Ilgrad Tt I12)-l/2 gradTt and let <Pt be the 
intrinsic shift. Let gil be gt in contravariant indices; 
let 

Y t = - (<Pt)*Zt> 

g-I( 7t(m), <pt(m» = T<P t ® T<Pt (gil - ~ ® ~) (m), 

and let k r = ag/a 7. Then (gr' kr) is a solution to (E) 
with Nt = 1 and 

Proof: From the theorem, gr is the metric induced 
on 7 = constant hypersurfaces and so is the solution 
of (E) in Gaussian coordinates; that is, with Nt = 1. 

Since 70 = 0, go = go' From the chain rule, 
\ 

Since Yo = 0 and €fio = idM , one sees from the above 
expression for g-I that 

ag- I I = ag- l I 
at toO at toO' 

Thus 

ag-1 a1 I _ ag- l I 
Tr at t= 0 - ---at t=O' 

or Noko = Noko, so that ko = ko' • 

In case the lapse Nt = N(t) does not depend on the 
space coordinate, then Nt = d7t! dt and the relation of 
solutions (gt,ke) to Einstein's equations with N{t), 
X = 0, and Nt = 1, X = ° is particularly simple. In 

fact, if we define T(t) = J~ N(X)dA, then the solutions 
to the Einstein equations with N = 1, X = 0 are just 
reparameterizations by T(l) of the solutions (gt, k t ) 

of the Einstein system with Nt = N(t), X = O. We 
check this formally as follows: 

Proposition 10.1: Let Nt = N(t) be a function of t 
alone and let (gt' kt) E ~ x S)(M) be a solution of the 
Einstein system with Nt = NU), X = O. Let 

T(t) = J~ N(x)dA and let T- 1 (1) be its inverse. Then 

gt = g07-1 (t) and kt = ko r-1(t) 

is the solution to (E) with Nt = 1 and 

(go' ko ) = (go' k o)' 

Remark: gr(t) = gt and kr(t) = kt• 

Proof: That (go,ko) = (go,ko) follows from 
7-1 (0) = O. Also, 

dg(t) = dg (T-I(t)) dT-
l 

(I) = (Nk) ( T-1(t»(dT (7-1(t)))-1 
dt dt dt dt 

= N(T-1(t))k(T-l(/)) 1 = k(t) 
N{7·-1(t)) 

and 

dk(t) =dk(T-1(t))dT-l (t)=S [k(T-l(t))) 
dt dt dt g(r-1 (t) 

- 2 RiC[g(T-1(t))] = Sg/k(t)) - 2 Ric(g(t)) 

so that (gt. kt) is a solution to (E) with Nt = 1. • 

Now we briefly consider the converse program; 
namely, given the solution (gt, kt) to (E) with lapse 
Nt = 1, a!.1d given an arbitrary lapse Nt, find the solu
tion (gt' kt) to (E) with lapse Nt and such that (go, ko) 

= (go, Jio)' 

We claim that by a simple trick this program can be 
carried out by solving for the Gaussian coordinates 
of a suitably altered space-time. 

Theorem 10.3: Let (gt>kt ) E ~XS2(M), I tl < E be 
a solution of the Einstein system (E) with lapse Nt = 1, 
X t = O. Let Nt be a given lapse function. Construct a 
Lorentz metric on I x M by setting 

1 13 = - dt
2 + '!.!:i dxidxj 

C< N2 N2 

and let XI1(xc<), leo, Xi) = 0, il(O, xj) = Xi be the trans
formation of la8 to Gaussian coordinates. In these 
new coordinates, the metric gc<sdxc<dx13 = - dt2 

+ giidxidxj is transformed to gc<sdxaax13 = - N2dt2 + 
lfiixidxj, so that (gt,(l/Nt)(ag/at», ilJ <S. E' ::; E, 
it = lfij solves (E) with lapse Nt and (go,ko) = (go, k o). 

Proof: The conditions that the new coordinates 
Xli (x a ) transform lal3 to Gaussian coordinates are 

(-1 = _N2(al)2 + N2gij at, at. 
J at ax' aX) 

) 0 = _ N2 a1ax' + N2g kl a1 aXi. 
{ at at 3xk axl 

(10.4) 

For any gi" we can solve these partial differential 
equations for xll(xc<) with initial conditions Xll(O, Xi) 
= (0, xi) by Lemma 10.1 and Theorem 10.1. 

The conditions that a coordinate transformation 
yl1(xa) transform gaedxaax13 = - dt2 + lJijdxidxi to 
iJaedxaaxfJ = - N 2dt"'"2 + "ijdXliJXi are 

J. Math. Phvs .. Vol. 13. No, 4. April 1972 
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l-~ = _1(OyO)2 + gij ayO ayO 
N2 at axi axi' 

ayO oyi oyO oyi 
o == - 1 -at -at + gl_ -. axk axl 

But Eqs. (10. 5) are equivalent to (10.4) •• 

(10.5) 

We remark that by our above work, we know that when 
transforming lct13 to Gaussian coordinates, the func
tions Tt(m) = t(t,Xi) and ¢t(m) == Xi(t,xj) satisfy 

{ 

d!t = 42 + /lgradTt l12, 
(10.6) 

d1>t -1 _ (gradT) 
dt '1>t - -1>* - dT/dt ' 

so that if 1/I t is the flow of - gradT/(dT/dt), ¢t = 1/It- 1 • 

Equations (10.6) are just (10.4) rewritten. 

Also, as in Theorem 10.2 the equations for "it are 
given by 

g-1( T/m), ¢t(m» = T¢t 0 T¢t( lit 1 
- r:~~; 0 ~;~J). 

which follows from the coordinate expression 

gij(XA(xct» = axi (x ct) axj (xct)gkl(Xa) _ axi (xa)axi (x a ) 
axk axl at at 

and (10.4). 

11. THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE MANIFOLD (l 
TO SUPERSPACE AND SOME REMARKS ON 
SUPERPHASE SPACE 

Let 
q,: ~ x ~ --7~, (1],g) H(1]-1)*g 

be the left action of !D on~. Then superspace S(M), 
or the space of all geometries of M, is defined as the 
orbit space ~/!D of this action. This is explained 
briefly as follows: For fixed g E ~, let 

B = {(1]-1)*gl1] E !D} C ~ 
g 

be the orbit of !D through g. Then Bg is the set of all 
metrics isometric to g. Since S(M) is the set of all 
orbits in mL, 

S(M) = ~/!D = {Bg Ig E~}, 

s(M) is the space of all isometry classes of Rieman
nian metrics or geometries on M. 

The importance of S(M) is that it is the natural con
figuration space for a dynamical theory of general 
relativity. The reason for this is that isometric 
Riemannian metrics are physically indistinguishable; 
thus a physical state determines only an isometry 
class of Riemannian metrics. In the language of the 
classical physicist, the metric representing the 
physical state is determined only up to a coordinate 
transformation. 

Unfortunately s(M) is not a differentiable manifold. 
This is because the isometry group Ig = {1) E !D I (1)-1) * 
g = g} of a metric g E mL is different for different 
g. As the isometry group Ii is the isotropy group of 
the action q, at g, the resulting orbit space is not a 
manifold; in other words, the symmetric geometries 
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do not have neighborhoods homeomorphic to neigh
borhoods of geometries which have no symmetries 
whatsoever. S{M) can, however, be stratified into 
differentiable manifolds, each strata Sc,C)(M) being all 
those geometries whose isometry groups Ig deter-
mine equivalent group actions on M. TrJs, however, 
is a rather long story; for details see Ref. 5. 

Since S(M) is not a manifold, it is awkward to use 
s(M) as the configuration space for a dynamical 
system. This difficulty becomes apparent as soon 
as we try to construct the tangent bundle T(~/:D), 
the velocity phase space. It is probably possible to 
give meaning to T(mL /!D) by taking limits of tangent 
spaces and using the notion of tangent cones. However, 
the singularities of S(M) would then be severely com
pounded. 

A way to short circuit this approach is to define as 
the superphase space not T(mL/!D), but rather 

(TJl1)/!D == mL x ~2(M) '" ~ X S2~) 

the orbit space of the action 

q,'; !D x T'.m -'> T~, (1], g, k) H «1]-1 )*g, (1]-1)* k). 

Note that TmL/!D is not equivalent to T(~/!D). 
T~/!D is perhaps a more likely candidate for super
phase space as the tensor fields (g, k) E T~ are 
subjected only to the same active coordinate trans
formation; that is, the pair (g, k) must transform to
gether. From Corollary 4.1 we see that this is 
appropriate from the dynamical point of view~ 

Unfortunately, T'.m/!D = (~ x S2(M»/!D suffers from 
all of the pathologies that S(M) does, as well as the 
added difficulties related to the structure of S2(M)/!D. 
Note for example that !D leaves invariant the O-tensor 
field in S2(M), so that the isotropy subgroup of 0 need 
not even be finite-dimensional (as it is for <I>, <I>'). 
Thus the construction of equations of motion on 
TmL/!D directly does not seem feasible at this time. 
Nevertheless, the dynamics on T~, followed by a 
projection onto T~/!D does recapture all the essen
tial elements that a dynamical system on TmL/!D 
would have to possess. In fact, T~/!D inherits a 
continuous flow from the flow on T:nt. Thus we have 
a Co or topological dynamical system. 

To incorporate the shift vector field into the dynamics 
we have in the course of this paper chosen T(!D x mt) 
as the velocity phase space. The degeneracy in our 
Lagrangian allows one to specify arbitrarily a curve 
17t' 1]0 = idM , in the factor !D or equivalently a shift 
vector field Xt. The solution (go k t ) of (E) with shift 
vec!.or field Xt is then ~lated to a reference solution 
(gt' k) of (E) with shift Xt = 0 by (gt, k t) = «1Jtl)*lft• 
(r7"i1 )~). Thus (gt, kt ) can be thou~ht of as (gt, kt ) 
sliding along the orbits B(gt.kt) = {«1]-1 )*g, (1)-l)*k) 11) 
E :D} C ~ x S 2 (M). The factor !D then keeps track of 
the !!:mount of sliding relative to the reference curve 
(it, kt )· 

Note that the curve (gt, k t ) and Cgt , kt ) are projected 
onto the same curve in T~/~ as we have divided out 
by !D, so that solutions to (E) which differ only by a 
shift vector field map to the same curve in TJrr/!D. 
Thus if we could construct a dynamical system on 
TJrr/!D directly, it would be independent of the shift. 
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We also remark that if we define (111) g 1) E !> x ~ 
to be equivalent (= "') to (112,g2) E!> x ~ if (11i1)*gl 

= (11i)*g2,then!> x ~/'" ~~/!>. Similarly, if on 

'l'{!> x~) we define (X1)1,gV k1) '" (Y1)1,g2,k 2) if 

«11i1 )*gl' (11i1 )*k1) = «(1121 )*g 2' (11i )*k2)' then T (!> x 
~)/'" = T~/!>. Thus we recapture the space of 
physically indistinguishable states T~/!> by defining 
a suitable equivalence relation on T<i ~ T(!> x ~). Of 
course this equivalence relation is natural from the 
point of view of the dynamical development of the 
states. 

We now wish to incorporate the lapse function into 
the picture. For nonrelativistic classical field 
theories, there is a canonical parameter of evolu
tion, namely the time t. For covariant relativistic 
field theories in general, and for general relativity 
in particular, the proper time T plays the role of a 
canonical parameter of evolution. In order to main
tain covariance, however, one must allow for an 
arbitrary reparameterization of this evolution para
meter. This reparameterization may also depend 
on the space points of the field. It is because of this 
possible space dependence of the change of para
meter that Wheeler refers to time as a many 
fingered entity; this is associated with the Dirac
Tomonaga-Schwinger many time formalism for 
quantum field theory. 

Another well-known implication of covariance is that 
a covariant field theory when expressed in a dynami
cal formulation must be degenerate. This situa-
tion comes about because the resulting dynamics 
must be able to be summed up as a tensor field on 
a four dimensional manifold V. Each slicing of V, 
therefore, gives rise to a different dynamical system 
all of which are equivalent in the sense that they lead 
to the same tensor field on V. As the dynamical 
formalism must take into account this arbitrary 
slicing, it must be degenerate. In this paper the 
introduction of T accounts for this arbitrary slicing 
of a space-time; !> takes into account the possible 
coordinates in each slice. Let V = I x M, and let 
{t} x M be the t = constant hypersurfaces. Let Tt be 
a curve in T and let To I x M -) R, (t, m) f-) Tt(m). Then 
r1(t} are the T = constant hypersurfaces. Thus each 
curve Tt E T maps t = constant to T = constant hyper
surfaces and thus can be considered as an arbitrary 
slicing of V with respect to some reference slicing 
which represents Vas I x M. 

Let (gt, 1<t) be a solution of (E) with X = 0, N = 1. 
We consider the curve Tt E T defined by T t(m} = 1 as 
a reference curve. We construct the space-time 
gaBdxadxB = - dt2 + gijdxidxj on I x M. Now suppose 
that we are given an arbitrary curve Tt E T, TO = O. 
Alternately, by Lemma 10.1 we may suppose we are 
given some lapse function ~ and then find Tt associated 
with it and itt. The evolution for this new lapse or 
new 7t is determined by finding the metric on the 
T = constant hyper surfaces. Of course, these evolu
tions are equivalent in that they determine isometric 
Lorentz metrics or, in other words, are summed up 
by t~e same space-time. Nevertheless, given a curve 
(g;, kt ) E T~, each curve Tt determines a dynamical 
curve (gt, kt ) E T~. Thus we map curves in T to 
curves in T~/!> = T(!> x ~)/"'. The image in S(M} 
x S2(M}/!> of all curves in T, prOjected onto S(M), is 

just the sheaf in superspace which summarizes the 
space-time. This idea is described by DeWitt23 
without the use of the space <1. 

12. CONCLUSIONS AND F1JRTHER WORK 

In this paper we have attempted to clarify the Hamil
tonian structure of the Einstein equations and to 
achieve a clear understanding of the geometrical 
roles played by the lapse and shift functions. We feel 
that we have gained a more natural form for the 
phase space of general relativity by introducing the 
groups!> and T. For example, by enlarging the con
figuration space from ~ to T x !> x ~, the lapse and 
shift functions may be incorporated into the dynamics 
as dynamical velocities. Moreover, we showed 
explicitly how one can obtain solutions for any lapse 
or shift from the trivial ones N = 1, X = 0 by inte
grating a system of ordinary differential equations. 
In connection with the lapse, we introduced a new 
object, the intrinsic shift, which takes into account 
the spatial shifting of the {t} x M hypersurfaces when 
mapped into 7 = constant hypersurfaces. 

We feel that the introduction of the groups!> and T 
helps to properly understand the basic conserva
tion laws for orr and JC as a consequence of dynamical 
symmetries. On the other hand, we are forced to 
accept a degenerate Lagrangian system. This 
degeneracy is present and is perfectly natural when 
one considers any covariant field theory from a 
dynamical point of view. 

Some work which remains to be done is to explore 
whether or not the procedure presented here helps 
to clarify any of the difficult quantization problems. 
However, preliminary indications are that quantiza
tion problems run much deeper. For example, in the 
usual quantum theory of fields one deals with equa
tions of the form D</> + F(</>} = 0, for definiteness say 
D</> + xcp3 = m 2</>. As a classical partial differential 
equation, this equation is semilinear, as the highest 
order derivatives occur linearly, the nonlinearity 
occurring only in the </>3 term. As is well known, 
a rigorous and complete quantization of such equa
tions is very difficult and, in fact, has not yet been 
achieved for four-dimensional space-times. In 
relativity, the basic structure of the evolution equa
tions is quite different. Let us, for example, neglect 
the fact that the equations for a space-time are a 
system of partial differential equations. Then, roughly 
speaking, the "scalar analog" of the evolution equa
tions is the quasilinear equation </>O</> + II grad</> 112 = 0, 
grad</> = ga8(a</>/ax ct}. Now </> itself is involved in the 
coefficients of the operator </>0. Also, the equation 
involves nonlinear derivative coupling terms. Very 
little is known about the quantization of such an equa
tion. Moreover, the equations for relativity are much 
more involved, as they involve a system of quasilinear 
equations, the components of which are very badly 
mixed in the highest order (unless one chooses the 
harmonic coordinate condition) and first-order 
derivative terms. Thus, a complete quantum theory of 
general relativity seems quite far away.3,24 

In aforthcoming paper18 ,14 we shall be fOCUSSing our 
attention on problems of existence and uniqueness of 
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solutions using the theory of quasilinear first-order 
symmetric hyperbolic systems, rather than the usual 
methods using the considerably more complicated 
theory of second-order strictly hyperbolic systems. 
Our existence proof will follow simply and directly 
from such a first-order treatment. Moreover, we 
will be able to give a more intrinsic treatment by 
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The normalizable states that minimize the uncertainty product of the oscillator phase operators are determined 
and some of their physical properties are discussed. A physical claSSification of these states has been made and 
the class of "analogous" states to the well-known coherent states is physically defined. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Quantum mechanically it is convenient to define the 
phase cP of the harmonic oscillator indirectly by de
fining the" cosine" and" sine" operators C and S, 
which correspond to coscp and sin¢ in the claSSical 
limit. The operators C and S found do not commute, 
i.e., the coscp and sincp cannot be measured simul
taneously. It is therefore interesting to find the nor
malizable states, which minimize the uncertainty 
product (AC)2. (AS)2 of C and S. 

It was proved in Ref. 1 and was noted in further re
search2 ,3 on the quantum mechanical oscillator 
phase problem that there exist no normalizable states 
that minimize the uncertainty product (AC)2. (AS)2. 
This result is correct in the sense that for these 
states the inequality (AC)2(AS)2 ~ {«1- p)/2)2 be
comes an equality and, moreover, (1 - p)2 becomes 
a greatest lower bound. 

We have shown in a previous work,4 using methods 
of the spectral theory of bounded operators, that nor
malizable states minimizing the uncertainty product 
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(AC)2'(AS)2 do exist in the sense that the above in
equality becomes an equality. 

In the present work we determine these states and 
find some of their physical properties. Moreover, 
we classify the normalizable minimal uncertainty 
states and characterize, both mathematically and 
phYSically, the states that have properties analogous 
to those of the well known coherent states. 

In Sec. 2 we present some general properties of the 
normalizable minimal uncertainty states and the 
"minimal uncertainty sequences" of states for arbit
rary noncompatible observables A and B. We note 
that the knowledge of the point spectrum and the con
tinuous spectrum of the non- self- adjoint operator 
A + iyB is sufficient for the determination of the ex
pectation values of A and B in the corresponding 
states. The determination is exact in the case of the 
point spectrum and apprOximate in the case of the 
continuous spectrum. In addition we characterize 
mlrthematically the states that have properties ana
logous to those of the coherent states. 




